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AbstratAdaptive Finite Element Methods for numerially solving ellipti equations areused often in pratie. Only reently [11℄, [16℄ have these methods been shownto onverge. However, this onvergene analysis says nothing about the rates ofonvergene of these methods and therefore does, in priniple, not guarantee yetany numerial advantages of adaptive strategies versus non-adaptive strategies. Thepresent paper modi�es the adaptive method of Morin, Nohetto, and Siebert [16℄for solving the Laplae equation with pieewise linear elements on domains in IR2by adding a oarsening step and proves that this new method has ertain optimalonvergene rates in the energy norm (whih is equivalent to theH1 norm). Namely,it is shown that whenever s > 0 and the solution u is suh that for eah n � 1, it anbe approximated to auray O(n�s) in the energy norm by a ontinuous, pieewiselinear funtion on a triangulation with n ells (using omplete knowledge of u), thenthe adaptive algorithm onstruts an approximation of the same type with the sameasymptoti auray while using only information gained during the omputationalproess. Moreover, the number of arithmeti omputations in the proposed methodis also of order O(n) for eah n � 1. The onstrution and analysis of this adaptivemethod relies on the theory of nonlinear approximation.Key Words: ellipti equations, �nite element methods, adaptive re�nements, rates ofonvergene, nonlinear approximation.
1 IntrodutionAdaptive methods are frequently used to numerially ompute solutions to ellipti equa-tions. While these methods have been shown to be very suessful omputationally, thetheory desribing the advantages of suh methods over their non-adaptive ounterpartsis still not omplete. For example, only reently [11℄, [16℄ have there even been proofs of�This work has been supported by the OÆe of Naval Researh Contrat Nr. N0014-91-J1343 ,the Army Researh OÆe Contrat Nr. DAAD 19-02-1-0028, the National Siene Foundation GrantsDMS0221642, the Deutshe Forshungsgemeinshaft grant SFB 401, the TMR Network \Wavelets in Nu-merial Simulation" funded by the European Commission and the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation.
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onvergene of suh methods. These proofs of onvergene still do not prove any guar-anteed advantage of these adaptive methods sine there is no analysis of their rate ofonvergene in terms of the number of degrees of freedom or the number of omputations.Reently, an analysis of rates of onvergene for wavelet based adaptive methods wasgiven in [5℄,[6℄. These papers derive an adaptive wavelet based algorithm for solvingellipti problems and show that this algorithm has optimal eÆieny in the sense that ifthe solution u an be approximated (using omplete knowledge of u) in the energy normby an n-term wavelet expansion to auray O(n�s), n ! 1, then the adaptive methodwill do the same using only knowledge of u gained through the adaptive iteration. Waveletmethods vary from their FEM ounterparts in that they an be viewed as solving linearsystems that are �nite setions of one �xed in�nite dimensional matrix problem whosesolution gives the wavelet oeÆients of u.The theoretial foundation of Adaptive Finite Element Methods (AFEM) is less sat-isfying. There is no known algorithm with a proven rate of onvergene save for theunivariate ase [3℄. The purpose of the present paper is to give an AFEM and proveonvergene rates for this method whih are the analogue of the wavelet ase. Our al-gorithm is not muh di�erent from existing adaptive methods based on bulk hasing ofa posteriori error estimators. The one main di�erene is the utilization of a oarseningstrategy. We should mention that oarsening also played an important role in the analysisof adaptive wavelet methods. However, in the pratial implementation of the adaptivewavelet methods, for many problems, oarsening is not needed. The same may be thease for AFEM.We primarily view the present paper as a ontribution to the theoretial analysis ofAFEM rather than the onstrution of an adaptive method that outperforms other adap-tive methods in pratie. In partiular, we wish to larify whether a-posteriori informationan lead to an adaptive algorithm that exhibits asymptotially optimal performane. Inspite of the theoretial emphasis it should not be exluded that some of the ideas of thepresent paper may be useful in pratie. One of these tools is the theory of nonlinearapproximation by pieewise polynomials. Sine adaptive methods are a form of nonlin-ear approximation, this theory will on the one hand help us to provide a benhmark formeasuring the suess of adaptive methods, and on the other hand, provide an e�etiveimplementation for the oarsening (see x4.5).Adaptive Finite Element Methods have several ompliations that make their analysismore umbersome. These inlude the need for graded meshes, the problem of hangingnodes, and the analysis of a-posteriori error estimators. If not for these ompliations, theanalysis in this paper would be onsiderably simpli�ed. In order to present the ideas ofthis paper in their simplest form, we shall try to minimize these obstales. In partiular,we shall restrit ourselves to the Poisson problem��u = f in 
; u = 0 on �
; (1.1)where 
 is a polygonal domain in IR2 and �
 is its boundary. We shall also onsideronly approximations of the solution u by pieewise linear elements using a very spei�adaptive re�nement strategy (alled newest vertex bisetion) well-known in the FEMliterature. In this way, the essentials of our arguments will be lear and we an also all
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on several known results onerning a-posteriori error estimates that an be found in theliterature.We onlude this introdution by briey desribing the struture of this paper. Inx2 we disuss the general form of adaptive Finite Element Methods whih is marking,subdivision, and ompletion (to remove hanging nodes). We then onsider in detail thestruture of subdivision using newest vertex bisetion. We shall introdue a simple la-belling for edges that will failitate the analysis of this type of subdivision. The mainresult of this setion is Theorem 2.4 whih bounds the number of ells in the ompletionproess by the number of marked ells. This bound is vital in proving optimal onvergenerates. x3 realls Galerkin approximations.In x4 we study adaptive approximation by pieewise linear funtions on adaptivelygenerated triangulations. The spirit of this setion is to understand how to onstrutgood adaptive approximations to a known funtion w. In partiular, we introdue thealgorithm of [2℄ whih will be used heavily in our adaptive Finite Element Algorithm forsolving (1.1). Namely, it is used to approximate the right hand side f (see x4.4) andfor our oarsening strategy (see x4.5). We also disuss in this setion what are optimalapproximation rates to a known funtion. This will provide a benhmark for our analysisof adaptive Finite Element algorithms.In x5, we reall the adaptive FEM method in [16℄ (we all it theMNS algorithm), andreord some of the proven fats about this method that will be used in the present paper.This inludes their introdution of loal a-posteriori error estimators and their analysisof how these estimators an be used to bound global errors. In x6, we make some minormodi�ations of the MNS algorithm desribed in x5.In x7, we desribe the main ingredients of our new adaptive algorithm. We showits optimal rates of onvergene in x8. We onlude the paper with an appendix whihdisusses the smoothness onditions that govern rates of onvergene by adaptive methods.These results are not important for the analysis in the present paper but may be of interestto the reader.
2 Newest vertex bisetion and ompletionThis setion has three purposes. The �rst is to set forward some of the notation we shalluse in this paper. The seond is to introdue the main form of adaptive Finite ElementMethods whih is marking, subdividing, and ompleting. The third is to introdue andanalyze the partiular form of subdivision we shall use in this paper, the so alled newestvertex bisetion method.Let 
 be a polygonal domain in IR2. We shall use P to denote a partition of 
into triangular ells �. This means that 
 = [�2P� and any two �;�0 2 P satisfymeas(�\�0) = 0 where here and later in this paper meas denotes the Eulidean measurein IR2. Given suh a partition, we let SP denote the spae of ontinuous, pieewise linearfuntions subordinate to P whih vanish on �
. A funtion S is in SP if and only if Sis a linear funtion on eah � 2 P , S is ontinuous on 
, and S vanishes on �
, i.e.SP � H10 (
).We denote by EP the set of edges of P and by _EP the set of interior edges. Thus,
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E 2 _EP means that E is an edge of some � 2 P and that the interior of E is in theinterior of 
. All other edges are alled boundary edges. We also denote by VP the set ofall verties v of P and by _VP the set of interior verties. Thus, v 2 _VP means that v isa vertex of one of the � 2 P and v is in the interior of 
. All other verties are alledboundary verties.There are two speial onditions that we shall impose on a partition P that are im-portant in Finite Element onstrutions. First, we say that a partition satis�es a minimalangle ondition if for eah � 2 P all of its angles are � a0 for some positive number a0.Seond, we shall require a partition P to be onforming whih means that the interse-tion of any two ells is either empty or a ommon edge or a ommon vertex. A family ofpartitions whose elements are all onforming and whih satisfy a minimal angle onditionwith respet to a ommon onstant a0 > 0, is alled admissible.The uniform minimal angle ondition implies that for eah ell � in any partitionP from an admissible family P, the ratio of the radii of the smallest irumsribed andthe largest insribed irle of � is uniformly bounded independent of � and P . Thisis sometimes referred to as loal quasi-uniformity or shape regularity. In partiular, thisimplies the existene of a onstant Ĉ = Ĉ(P) suh that1 � diam (�)2=j�j � Ĉ for all � 2 P; P 2 P; (2.1)where j�j = meas (�) denotes the Lebesgue measure of �. Moreover, there exists aonstant G0 = G0(P) suh that for any two ells �;�0 2 P , for whih � \ �0 6= ;, wehave diam(�) � G0 diam(�0): (2.2)Loally quasi-uniform partitions allow one to ontrol the global error in approximating afuntion by loal errors. Typial estimates in FEM depend on a0 and deteriorate if a0 issmall.Conformity favors ommon �nite element data strutures by onveniently relatingloal and global sti�ness matries sine global basis funtions are omposed of the loalshape funtions on eah element in a simple way. In our spei� ontext the global basisfuntions will be the Courant \hat funtions" (nodal funtions) �v, v 2 VP . The funtion�v is the unique element in SP whih is one at v and is zero at all other verties in _VP .The nodal basis funtions are loally supported on the union of all triangles whih sharev as a vertex. Moreover, one an onstrut loally supported dual funtionals with thesame supports onsisting of (disontinuous) pieewise linear funtions thereby giving riseto loal linear projetors on SP that are bounded in Hs(
) for s � 1 (in fat even beyond1). Again, it is important for estimating errors that for any partition P from an admissiblefamily, eah basis funtion is overlapped by a uniformly bounded number of other basisfuntions sine the valene of the verties, i.e. the number of edges emanating from agiven vertex, remains uniformly bounded.The adaptive proedures we shall onsider in this paper will generate a family ofpartitions whih is admissible.A typial AFEM generates a sequene of partition P0; P1; : : : ; Pn by using rules forsubdividing triangles. Given the partition Pk, the algorithm marks ertain of the trian-gular ells � 2 Pk for subdivision. We shall denote by Mk the olletion of marked ells.
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These marked ells are subdivided using ertain subdivision rules. This proess, however,reates hanging nodes. We say that v 2 VP is a hanging node for � 2 P if v appears inthe interior of one of the sides of �. Sine hanging nodes obviously violate onformity,in a seond step a ertain olletion M0k of additional ells are subdivided in order toguarantee that the resulting partition Pk+1 is admissible. The partition Pn is the �naladmissible partition assoiated with this appliation of the adaptive algorithm.
2.1 Newest vertex bisetionWe shall restrit ourselves in this paper to a very spei� method of subdivision known asnewest vertex bisetion. We shall all on ertain properties of this method of subdivisionin what follows. We ould not �nd some of these properties (or proofs of these properties)in the FEM literature and therefore our disussion and development of newest vertexbisetion will be somewhat lengthy. The book of Verf�urth [21℄ and the researh artile ofMithell [15℄ desribe this subdivision method and give some of its properties.Given an initial partition P0 of 
, to eah � 2 P0, we assign exatly one of its vertiesv(�) as the newest vertex for that ell. This initial labelling an be made in an arbitraryway. The edge in � opposite to v(�) will be denoted by E(�). In Figure 1 the newestvertex assigned in any triangle of P0 is indiated by an arrow pointing to E(�).

Figure 1: Assignment of newest verties in P0
Eah triangular ell that arises in the adaptive proess will also have exatly oneof its verties designated as a newest vertex. If this ell is to be subdivided then thesubdivision is a simple bisetion done by onneting the newest vertex and the side E(�)opposite. Thus the ell produes two new ells and their newest vertex (assigned to eahnew triangular ell) is by de�nition the midpoint of E(�).The partitions whih arise when using newest vertex bisetion satisfy a uniform mini-mal angle ondition. This is established by showing that all triangles that arise in newestvertex bisetion an be lassi�ed into a set of similarity lasses depending only on theinitial partition P0 (see Mithell [15℄). Also note that if a partition P is reated by asequene of newest vertex bisetions and if P has no hanging nodes, then it is onform-ing. Thus, it is admissible. We shall show in the next subsetion how any given partitiongenerated by newest vertex bisetion an be ompleted to a partition with no hanging5



nodes by subdividing ertain other triangular ells. This proess is alled ompletion.Furthermore, we shall bound the number of additional subdivisions neessary to removehanging nodes. But �rst we want to examine another important property of newest vertexbisetion whih is its tree struture.We an represent newest vertex bisetion subdivision by an in�nite binary tree T�(whih we all the master tree). The master tree T� onsists of all triangular ells whihan be obtained by a sequene of subdivisions. The roots of the master tree are thetriangular ells in P0. When a ell � is subdivided, it produes two new ells whih arealled the hildren of � and � is their parent. It is very important to note that, no matterhow a ell arises in a subdivision proess, its assoiated newest vertex is unique and onlydepends on the initial assignment of newest verties in P0. This means that the hildren of� are uniquely determined and do not depend on how � arose in the subdivision proess,i.e., it does not depend on the preeding sequene of subdivisions. The reason for this isthat any subdivision only assigns newest verties for the new triangular ells produed bythe subdivision and does not alter any previous assignment. It follows that T� is uniqueand does not depend at all on the order of subdivisions.The generation of a triangular ell � is the number g(�) of anestors it has in themaster tree. Thus ells in P0 have generation 0, their hildren have generation 1 and soon. The generation of a ell is also the number of subdivisions neessary to reate thisell from its orresponding root ell in P0.A subtree T � T� is a olletion of triangular ells � 2 T� with the following twoproperties: (i) whenever � 2 T then its sibling is also in the tree; (ii) when � � �0 areboth in the tree then eah triangular ell �� 2 T� with � � �� � �0 is also in T . Theroots of T are all the ells � 2 T whose parents are not in T . We say that T is proper ifit has the same roots as T�, i.e., it ontains all � 2 P0.If T � T� is a �nite subtree, we say � 2 T is a leaf of T if T ontains none of thehildren of �. We denote by L(T ) the olletion of all leaves of T .For a proper subtree T , we de�ne N(T ) to be the number of subdivisions made toprodue T .Any partition P = Pn whih is obtained by the appliation of an adaptive proedurebased on newest vertex bisetion (suh as the algorithms we onsider in this paper) anbe assoiated to a proper subtree T = T (P ) of T� onsisting of all triangular ells thatwere reated during the algorithm, i.e. all of the ells in P0; : : : ; Pn. The set of leavesL(T ) form the �nal partition P = Pn.We shall say that T = T (P ) is admissible if P is admissible. We denote the lass of allproper trees by T and all admissible trees by T a. We also let Tn be the set of all propertrees T with N(T ) = n and by T an the orresponding lass of admissible trees from Tn. Wedenote by P the lass of all partitions P that an be generated by newest vertex bisetionand by Pa the set of all admissible partitions. Similarly, Pn and Pan are the sublassesof those partitions that are obtained from P0 by using n subdivisions. There is a preiseidenti�ation between Pn and Tn. Any P 2 Pn an be given by a tree, i.e. P = P (T ) forsome T 2 Tn. Conversely any T 2 Tn determines a P = P (T ) in Pn. The same an besaid about admissible partitions and trees.
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2.2 Completion of subdivisionThe adaptive algorithms we onsider in this paper will be of the following type. We beginwith P0 and mark ertain ells in P0 for subdivision. After doing these subdivisions wearrive at the partition P 01. This partition is not neessarily admissible and so we shallmake some additional subdivisions whih will omplete P 01 to an admissible partition P1.We then repeat this proess of marking and ompleting. It will be important for us tosee that the ompletion proess does not seriously inate the number of triangular ellsin Pn. We have not found any result in the literature saying that the overall numberof triangles reated through ompletion always stays proportional to the number of ellsmarked throughout the re�nement proess. To establish this will be a bit tehnial andwill be the subjet of this subsetion.Suppose that P is an admissible partition with #(P ) > 2 (the ase #(P ) = 2 is trivialin what follows). To eah � 2 P , we assoiate a triangular ell F (�) 2 P as follows. Letv(�) be the newest vertex of � and E(�) the edge of � opposite to v(�). If E(�) isa boundary edge then we de�ne F (�) = ;. Otherwise, there is a unique triangular ell�0 6= � whih has E(�) as one of its edges and we de�ne F (�) = �0. One an visualizethe mapping � ! F (�) as a ow determined by the vetor whih serves to biset � inthe subdivision proess.By a hain C(�) (with starting ell �) in P , we mean a sequene �; F (�); : : : ; Fm(�)with no repetition of the ells in this hain and with Fm+1(�) = F k(�), for some k 2f0; : : : ;m� 1g or Fm+1(�) = ;.Remark: We shall see below that by starting with a partiular assignment of newestverties in P0, for any of the subsequent partitions P = Pk, the only way Fm+1(�) =F n(�) is for n to be equal to m � 1. We shall therefore assume this property in goingfurther.The ompletion of a hain C(�) is a olletion �C(�) of ells produed by two setsof subdivisions. In the �rst set, eah ell �0 = F k(�) in this hain is subdivided usingthe newest vertex bisetion (i.e. the insertion of the line segment onneting v(�0) to themidpoint on E(�0)). This subdivision of �0 produes two new ells (the hildren of �0).After this �rst set of subdivisions has been ompleted, there will generally be ells withhanging nodes. The seond part of the subdivision proess is to subdivide eah of thehildren that have a hanging node. Hanging nodes our inside a ell �0 = F k(�), whenE(F k�1(�)) 6= E(F k(�)). In this ase the new edge we need to add in F k(�) is the oneonneting the midpoints of these two edges. This part of the subdivision proess removesall remaining hanging nodes. By the above remarks, this has the e�et of subdividing(into two grandhildren) the hild of F k(�), k = 1; : : : ;m0,whih has E(F k�1(�)) as anedge. Here m0 = m� 1, when Fm+1(�) = Fm�1(�), and m0 = m, when Fm+1(�) = ;.We shall make some further observations about the struture of �C(�) and the resultingow struture. For this purpose, we shall introdue a way of labelling all edges that arisein the subdivision proess.We shall label the edges in the partitions P0; P1; : : : ; Pn by nonnegative integers. Thislabelling will give us a simple way to keep trak of the subdivision and ompletion proess.Given any triangular ell � in one of these partitions, the sides of � will be labelled by(i + 1; i + 1; i) where i = g(�) is the nonnegative integer that represents the generation
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of � (i.e. how many subdivisions of a ell in P0 were needed to reate �). The labellingwill be suh that the lowest labelled side will be E(�), i.e. the side opposite the newestvertex of �. At the outset, it may appear that the labelling of a side will depend on thetriangle � and so a side will get two labels depending on whih triangle we view it tobe in. However, as we shall see, for admissible partitions the labelling of an edge an beindependent of the triangle to whih it belongs provided we start with a suitable labellingof P0.To start the labelling proess, we desribe how to label the edges in P0, see Figure2 whih displays a labelling whih is onsistent with the assignment of newest vertiesshown in Figure 1.
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Figure 2: Assignment of newest verties in P0
We begin with the following lemma.Lemma 2.1 For any initial partition P0 there is a labelling of the edges in P0 suh thateah edge is given a label of either 0 or 1 and whenever a triangle � 2 P0 then exatlytwo of its edges are labelled with a 1 and the other edge is labelled with a 0.Proof: We shall show the existene of suh a labelling by using the theory of mathingsin ubi graphs. A ubi graph is one in whih every vertex of the graph has exatlythree edges. Sine the labelling refers only to the ombinatorial struture we an mapthe domain 
 overed by P0 homeomorphially onto a portion of the sphere in IR3 whihindues a triangulation of that portion of the sphere. Let P̂0 denote any �xed ompletionof P0 to a triangulation of the whole sphere and onsider the dual graph of P̂0. This is thegraph whose verties are the triangles of P̂0. Two verties in this dual graph are onnetedif the orresponding triangles share an edge. This graph is a ubi graph.Given any graph, a set of edges E of the graph suh that no two edges from E sharethe same vertex is alled a mathing. The mathing is perfet if all verties are overed.The existene of perfet mathings in ubi graphs has been established by Petersen [19℄,8



see also Theorem 3.4.1 on page 110 in [14℄. Given suh a perfet mathing E for the ubigraph generated by P0 (as desribed above), we assign a label 0 to eah edge of P̂0 whihorresponds to an edge in E . Every other edge of P̂0 is assigned the label 1. By Petersen'stheorem, for eah triangle � in P̂0, exatly one of the edges of � will be labelled 0 andthe other two will be labelled 1. Clearly this labelling of P̂0 indues a labelling with thedesired property also for any subset of P̂0 and, in partiular, also for P0 whih establishesthe laimed existene. 	There remains the problem of onstruting a pratial sheme for giving a labellingof the form expressed in Lemma 2.1. One way is to employ methods from ombinatorialoptimization. By the above proof, it suÆes to onstrut a maximal mathing for thedual graph of P0. Suh shemes an be found, for instane, in [14, p. 238, Theorem 10.6℄.To explain a simple alternative let us onsider yet another interpretation of the la-belling in Lemma 2.1. For any olletion A of triangular ells in P0 we denote by 
A theirunion. Suppose we ould �nd a set Q � P0 with the following properties:(i) All triangles in P0 nQ have at least one edge on the boundary of 
.(ii) The domain 
Q an be deomposed into an essentially disjoint union of quadrilateralsformed by pairs of adjaent triangles from Q.Given suh a olletion Q, we an assign the following labels to the edges of P0. Foreah pair of triangles from Q whose union forms one of the quadrilaterals, we assign 0 totheir ommon edge and 1 to all other edges. By (i) we have missed at most edges on theboundary � of 
. If suh an edge E belongs to a triangle with two interior edges, theymust have the label 1, so we assign the label 0 to E. If the edge belongs to a trianglewith two edges on the boundary we label one by 0 and the other one by 1 to obtain thetype of labelling asserted by the lemma.

Figure 3: Re�nement for labelling
So the labelling problem now redues to �nding a olletion Q in P0 satisfying (i) and(ii). Instead of �nding suh a set Q for P0 whose existene is guaranteed by Petersen'sTheorem, we shall mention a simple way of onstruting suh a Q for a re�nement of P0.In fat, we an subdivide eah � in P into four triangles suh that the new partition P 00onsisting of these new triangles satis�es (i) and (ii) for Q = P 00. Indeed, given � 2 P ,we use a bisetion to divide � into two triangles (the side hosen for this bisetion an be
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hosen arbitrarily). Eah of the two resulting triangles (they will be our "quadrilaterals"from 
Q) are then again subdivided by biseting the side the triangle has in ommon with� The last two biseting edges reeive labels 0, and all the other edges resulting from thisproedure reeive labels 1. If this is done for eah � 2 P , the resulting partition P 00 hasno hanging nodes sine all the edges of P0 are divided into two. Thus P 00 an be labelledas desribed above, see Figure 3.Given the labelling of sides in P0 by Lemma 2.1, we de�ne the newest vertex of atriangular ell � 2 P0 to be the vertex opposite the side whih is labelled by 0. In goingfurther, we shall always assume that the initial labelling of newest verties in P0 has beendone in aordane with Lemma 2.1. Notie that this means that any hain in P0 has atmost two ells and that the subdivision of these ells gives an admissible partition (i.e.there is no need to go to the seond subdivisions whih generated grandhildren). Thisis illustrated in Figure 4 where one triangle (from P0 whih is labelled with an \x\) hasbeen marked for subdivision.
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Figure 4: Assignment of newest verties in P0
We now give a rule to label any edges that arise from the subdivision-ompletionproess. There will be two main properties of this labelling. The �rst is that eahtriangular ell will have sides with labels (i; i; i � 1) for some positive integer i. Theseond is that the newest vertex for this ell will be the vertex opposite the side withlowest label. Certainly the edges in P0 have suh a labelling as we have just shown.Suppose that we have suh a labelling for the edges in Pk and let us desribe how tolabel the edges in Pk+1. Suppose that a triangular ell � 2 Pk has sides whih have beenlabelled (i; i; i� 1) and the newest vertex for this ell is the one opposite the side labelledi�1. When this ell is subdivided (using newest vertex bisetion) the side labelled i�1 isbiseted and we label eah of the two new sides i+1. We also label the bisetor by i+1,i.e. the new edge onneting the newest vertex of � with the midpoint of the edge E(�)labelled by i� 1. Thus eah new triangle now has sides labelled (i; i+ 1; i + 1) with the
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newest vertex opposite the side with the lowest label. We note the important fat that ifa ell has label (i+ 1; i+ 1; i) then it is of generation i (i.e. it has been obtained from aell in P0 by i subdivisions). Therefore, speifying that the generation of the ell is i isthe same as speifying that its label is (i+ 1; i+ 1; i). Figure 5 gives an example for theompletion proess whih orresponds to marking one of the triangles of P1 in Figure 4whih is labelled with an \x" in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Assignment of newest verties in P0
Lemma 2.2 Suppose P0 is an arbitrary partition and its edges and newest verties arelabelled in aordane with Lemma 2.1. Suppose that P1; : : : ; Pn are partitions whih aregenerated from P0 using the marking, subdivision, and ompletion proess. We label edgesin P1; : : : ; Pn as desribed above. Then there holds for eah k = 0; 1; : : : ; n:(i) eah edge in Pk has a unique label independent of the two triangles whih share thisedge.(ii) If � is a triangular ell in Pk of generation g(�) = i, i.e. the edge with label i is theside shared by � and F (�), then g(F (�)) 2 fi; i � 1g. If g(F (�)) = i the ow ends atF (�).(iii) For any � 2 Pk of generation g(�) = i, the ells in its hainC(�) = f�; F (�); : : : ; Fm(�)g have the property that g(F j(�)) = i�j, j = 0; : : : ;m�1,and the terminating ell Fm(�) for this hain is either of generation i�m+ 1 or it is aboundary ell with lowest labelled edge an edge of the boundary.Proof: This is proved by indution on k. All three assertions are lear for k = 0 by theonstrution of the labelling of P0 given by Lemma 2.1. Suppose that we have proven thelemma for Pk�1 and onsider Pk.Proof of (i): Note that the above rules leave the labels of all those edges unhanged thatare not e�eted by subdivisions. Any edge E in Pk whih was not in Pk�1 was obtainedin one of two ways. The �rst is that it is a new edge whih was added as a bisetor in the
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subdivision-ompletion proess. In this ase there is nothing to prove about its labellingbeing unique. The seond possibility is that the new edge E was obtained by bisetingan edge E 0, say with label i, from Pk�1. Let � and �0 be the two triangular ells in Pk�1whih shared E 0. For one of these triangular ells, whih we an assume is �0, we haveE 0 = E(�0). So �0 had label (i+ 1; i+ 1; i) and therefore viewed from �0, E is assignedthe label i+ 2. By our indution assumption, as an edge of �, E 0 is also labelled by i, sothat � has either the label (i; i+ 1; i+ 1) or (i; i; i� 1). In the �rst ase the situation issymmetri to �0 sine E 0 = E(�) is biseted and E as one of the halves is labelled i+ 2.In the seond ase E 0 is still an edge of one of the hildren of � obtained by bisetingthe edge with label i � 1. Thus the midpoint of E 0 is still a hanging node in that hildwhih is now labelled (i+1; i+1; i). This is the situation desribed by the �rst ase whih�nishes the proof of (i).Proof of (ii): Sine � has generation i, E(�) has label i. Sine this edge is shared withF (�), we onlude that the sides of F (�) have either labels (i; i; i� 1) or (i+ 1; i+ 1; i).Also, in this latter ase F 2(�) = �.Proof of (iii) This follows from (ii). 	Note that all admissible partitions, generated by newest vertex bisetion based on aninitial labelling aording to Lemma 2.1, are graded in the sense that any two ells sharingan edge di�er in generation by at most one.We shall next give a bound for the number of ells in Pn. In preparation for this,let us note that there are onstants 1; C1 depending only on P0 suh that for eah � ofgeneration i, we have 12�i � j�j � C12�i where j�j = meas(�) is the area of �. Indeed,eah subdivision of a ell gives two ells with eah having half the area of the original ell.By adjusting the onstants if neessary, we also infer from (2.1) that12�i=2 � diam(�) � C12�i=2; g(�) = i; (2.3)beause Pn belongs to an admissible family with parameters Ĉ; G0; a0 depending only onthe initial partition P0.1Using (2.3), we an bound the distane between any two ells from a hain C(�). Letthe ell F p(�) be of generation  = g(F p(�)) and let F q(�) be another ell from C(�),where 0 � q < p � m. Then the distane between these two ells an be bounded bythe sum of the diameters of the ells in the hain C(�) between them. Aording to (iii)from Lemma 2.2, the generation of these ells derease exatly by one, and therefore
dist(F p(�); F q(�)) � p�q�1Xi=1 C1 2�(+i)=2 � p2p2� 1C1 2�=2 : (2.4)

LetM := [n�1j=0Mj be the olletion of all ells that were marked in going from P0 toPn. Here is the way to view the following argument that will bound the number of ells1Generi onstants whose value may vary on eah ourrene will be denoted by C. Whenever thespei� value of a onstant matters we shall use subsripts. Using the same subsript for di�erentonstants indiates that they our in the same type of estimates. It is then understood that they mayneed to be adjusted at eah ourrene. 12



in Pn. We give eah ell �0 2 M a �xed number C > 0 of dollars to spend. These ellswill spend these dollars in suh a way that eah new ell that was reated in going fromP0 to Pn will get at least  > 0 dollars where  is an absolute onstant. This means, wean bound the number of new ells reated by the number of marked ells.We now desribe how a ell �0 2M will spend its money. We de�ne
A := 7C1 1Xj=�1 2�j=4 (2.5)

where C1 is the onstant in (2.3). We de�ne now a funtion � : Pn �M! IR as follows:
�(�;�0) := 8<: (j � k + 2)�2; if g(�0) = j; g(�) = k; dist(�;�0) � A2�k=2and k � j + 1;0; otherwise: (2.6)

The quantity �(�;�0) is the portion of money whih is spent by the marked ell �0 onnearby ells � 2 Pn of generation at most g(�0) + 1. Given �0 2 M with g(�0) = j,there are for any k � j + 1 at most C 0 ells � 2 Pn of generation g(�) = k whih satisfydist(�;�0) � A2�k=2 (see (2.3)), where C 0 is an absolute onstant. Hene for any suh�0 2M one has X�2Pn �(�;�0) � C 0 1X�=1 ��2 = C (2.7)
with C an absolute onstant. It follows then from (2.7) thatX�02M X�2Pn �(�;�0) � C#(M); (2.8)
i.e. the total amount of money spent by all the marked ells is proportional to theirnumber. Conversely, eah ell in Pn reeives at least a minimum share bounded awayfrom zero as will be shown next.Lemma 2.3 For any � 2 Pn n P0 we haveX�02M�(�;�0) �  (2.9)
where  > 0 is an absolute onstant.Proof: We �x � and let k := g(�) � 1 be its generation. We are going to de�ne asequene of marked ells �1; : : : ;�s 2 M assoiated to � with eah �� of generation� k � 1. �1 is the marked ell suh that � 2 �C(�1), i.e. � arose by subdividing thehain assoiated to �1. Given that �j has been de�ned, we let �j+1 2 M be the markedell suh that �j 2 �C(�j+1). We let s be the smallest integer suh that g(�s) = k � 1.Note that there must be suh an integer beause subdividing a hain an only inreasethe highest generation in the hain by one. For eah j, we let ~�j denote the parent of �jfrom the hain C(�j+1), i.e. �j � ~�j. 13



For eah j � �1, we keep a running ount m(i; j) of the number of ells �� withg(��) = j + k, � � i.CASE 1: There is a j 2 f�1; 0; : : :g suh that m(i; j) > 2j=4 for some 1 � i � s. In thisase, we hoose j� as the integer whih has the smallest i (de�ned to be i� := i) with thisproperty. In other words, j� is the integer j whose ount �rst exeeds 2j=4 and i� is thesmallest i for whih m(i; j�) � 2j�=4. It follows from (2.4) and g(��)� g( ~��) � 2 that
dist(�;��) � p2p2� 1C1 �X�=1 2�(g(��)�2)=2 � 7C1 �X�=1 2�g(��)=2 : (2.10)

and therefore for � < i�
dist(�;��) � 7C1 1Xj=�1m(�; j)2�(j+k)=2 � 7C12�k=2 1Xj=�1 2�j=4 = A2�k=2: (2.11)

Thus, for eah �� , � < i�, with g(��) = j�+ k, we have �(�;��) = (j�+2)�2. Sinethere are at least 2j�=4 suh values of �, we obtainX�02M�(�;�0) � (j� + 2)�22j�=4 �  (2.12)
with  := min���1(� + 2)�22�=4 an absolute onstant. This is (2.9) in this ase.CASE 2: In this ase, for all j � �1 we have m(s; j) � 2j=4. Therefore, as in (2.11), wehave dist(�;�s) � 7C12�k=2 1Xj=�1 2�j=4 = A2�k=2: (2.13)
This means �(�;�s) = 1 and again we have (2.9). 	
Theorem 2.4 Suppose that P0; : : : ; Pn is a sequene of partitions generated as desribedabove. Then, there is a onstant C2 > 0 depending only on P0 suh that#(Pn) � #(P0) + C2(#(M0) + : : :+#(Mn�1)): (2.14)Proof: It follows from Lemma 2.3 and (2.8) that the number of new ells added in thesubdivision and ompletion proess does not exeed C(#(M0) + : : : +#(Mn�1))= andso (2.14) holds with C2 := C=. 	We shall use the remainder of this setion to spell out di�erent settings in whih weshall use ompletion and formulate variants of Theorem 2.4 for these settings.It follows from Theorem 2.4 that to bound the ardinality #(P ) of a partition P thatarises through markings, re�nements, and then ompletion, we need only keep ontrol ofthe number of markings used in the reation of P . Given a partition P and a seondpartition P 0 that is obtained from P by �rst marking some ells for subdivision andthen doing a ompletion, we shall use the notation m(P 0jP ) to denote the number ofmarkings that were used to go from P to P 0. Of ourse, there may be many ways to mark14



and omplete to go from P to P 0 but the partiular method (and therefore the numberm(P 0jP )) will always be lear in the ontext of the algorithm under disussion. Thus,(2.14) an be rewritten as
#(Pn) � #(P0) + C2 nXk=1 m(PkjPk�1): (2.15)

Up until now, we have restrited our disussion to the setting where a ompletion isdone after eah set of markings and elementary subdivisions. We an also apply omple-tion in the following setting. Suppose P is an admissible partition and �P is a re�nementof P whih is not neessarily admissible. We omplete �P to an admissible partition P 0by a sequene of markings and elementary re�nements as follows. We de�ne M0 to bethe set of all � 2 P whih are not in �P (i.e. the ells � 2 M0 were subdivided in goingfrom P to �P ). We perform the subdivisions for the markings M0 and then form theompletion to arrive at the admissible partition P1 whih is a re�nement of P . We letM1 denote the set of all � 2 P1 that are further re�ned in going from P to �P and letP2 be the admissible partition obtained after marking the ellsM1 and then ompleting.Continuing in this way we arrive at the �rst admissible partition Pm whih is a re�nementof �P .Lemma 2.5 Let P be any admissible partition and let �P be a re�nement of P . Then,there is a ompletion P 0 of �P whih is an admissible partition that re�nes �P and satis�es#(P 0) � #(P0)+C2(m(P jP0)+m( �P jP )) � #(P0)+C2(#( �P )�#(P0)) � C2#( �P ): (2.16)Proof: Eah of the ells in M0 [M1 [ � � � [Mm�1 was subdivided in going from P to�P and henePm�1k=0 #(Mk) = m( �P jP ) � #( �P )�#(P ). Also m(P jP0) � #(P )�#(P0).Using this in (2.15) we obtain (2.16). 	
3 Galerkin approximationsNumerial methods based on Galerkin approximations to (1.1) begin with the weak for-mulation of (1.1) whih is to �nd u 2 H10 (
) suh thata(u;w) = (f; w); w 2 H10 (
); (3.1)where a(y; w) := (ry;rw), (y; w) = (y; w)
 := R
 ywdx. We use the notationjjjwjjj2 := a(w;w) = krwk2L2(
): (3.2)By Poinar�e's inequality there exists a onstant 
, depending on 
, suh that for anyw 2 H10 (
), 
kwkH1(
) � jjjwjjj � kwkH1(
); (3.3)where kwk2H1(
) = kwk2L2(
) + krwk2L2(
).Given an admissible partition P , we shall denote the Galerkin solution to (3.1) by uPthroughout this paper. Thus uP is the unique element in SP � H10 (
) whih satis�esa(uP ; w) = (f; w); w 2 SP : (3.4)15



>From a pratial point of view it would be better in (3.4) to replae f by an approximationand onsider the solution of this modi�ed variational problem as uP . But we want toonform exatly to the algorithm in [16℄ so that we do not have to detour through a newdevelopment of a posteriori error analysis in this modi�ed setting.The Galerkin solution uP is a best approximation to u from SP in the energy normjjju� uP jjj = infS2SP jjju� Sjjj: (3.5)
We annot alulate uP exatly. We therefore introdue the following numerialsheme in whih the onstant 0 < Æ < 1 is at this point arbitrary but will be spei-�ed later.GAL: This algorithm takes as input an admissible partition P , an error tolerane � andan initial approximation �up 2 SP to up that satis�esjjju� �uP jjj � A0� (3.6)with A0 a �xed onstant. It applies a preonditioned onjugate gradient sheme with initialguess �uP to obtain an approximation ûP := GAL(P; �; �uP ) to uP that satis�esjjjuP � ûP jjj � Æ�: (3.7)

Remark 3.1 The number of iterations of the preonditioned onjugate gradient shemeneeded to ahieve (3.7) depends only on the quotient A0=Æ. Sine eah iteration requires atmost C#(P ) omputations, it follows that the number of omputations N(GAL; P; �; �uP )satis�es N(GAL; P; �; �uP ) � C3(A0=Æ)#(P ); (3.8)where C3 : t! C3(t) inreases as a funtion of t.Proof: Sine jjju�uP jjj � jjju��uP jjj we have jjjup��upjjj � 2A0�. Thus the target auray in(3.7) is a �xed fration of the deviation of the initial guess from the exat Galerkin solutionuP . The BPX-sheme allows one to preondition the sti�ness matries orresponding tononuniformly re�ned meshes in suh a way that the ondition numbers stay uniformlybounded, [10, 12, 17℄. Sine the error redution in one iteration of the onjugate gradientsheme then redues the urrent error by a multipliative fator stritly less than one,only a �xed number of iterations depending only on A0=Æ is needed to ahieve (3.7). Eahappliation of the preonditioner requires only C#(P ) operations. 	We shall see that in our later appliations of GAL the onstant Æ will be �xed oneand for all and that there exists an A0 suh that (3.6) is satis�ed in eah appliation.
4 Adaptive approximationIn this setion, we shall disuss adaptive approximation of a funtion w whih is knownto us and for whih we an ompute loal polynomial approximants. These results do
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not apply diretly to u sine it is unknown but they serve to tell us what is the best wean expet in terms of approximating u. We shall also use the approximation methodswe develop in this setion in parts of our adaptive algorithm, namely to numeriallyapproximate the right hand side f and to exeute our oarsening step.We limit ourselves to adaptive methods based on subdivision using the newest vertexsubdivision rule starting with an initial partition P0 and a labelling of verties as givenin Lemma 2.1. We reall that any adaptively generated partition P an be assoiated toa tree T (P ) whih is a proper subtree of T�. The leaves of T (P ) give the partition P .Conversely, any �nite proper subtree T gives a partition P onsisting of the leaves of T .Reall that Pn denotes the set of all adaptively generated partitions whih are obtainedfrom P0 by applying at most n elementary subdivisions. P0 onsists of the single partitionP0. The partitions in Pn orrespond to trees T = T (P ) whih satisfy N(T ) = n. Similarly,we denote by Pan all the partitions in Pn whih are admissible. We also reall our notationSP of ontinuous pieewise linear funtions subordinate to P whih vanish on �
.
4.1 Adaptive approximation in the H1(
)-normGiven a funtion w 2 H10 (
) and a partition P , we de�neE(w;SP )H1(
) := infS2SP kw � SkH1(
); (4.1)
whih is the smallest error we an ahieve by approximating w in the H1(
) norm by theelements of SP . In the ase that w = u is our solution to (1.1) and P is admissible thenin view of (3.3) jjju� uP jjj � E(u;SP )H1(
) � �1
 jjju� uP jjj; (4.2)where uP is the Galerkin approximation assoiated to P .Returning to the general ase of a w 2 H10(
), we enter a ompetition over all partitionsP 2 Pn and introdue the error�n(w) := infP2PnE(w;SP )H1(
) (4.3)
of best adaptive approximation.It is unreasonable to expet any adaptive algorithm to perform exatly the same as�n(w). However, we may expet the same asymptoti behavior. To quantify this, weintrodue for any s > 0, the lass As := As(H10 (
)) of funtions w 2 H10 (
) suh that�n(w) �Mn�s; n = 1; 2; : : : : (4.4)The smallest M for whih (4.4) is satis�ed is the norm in As:kwkAs := supn�1 ns�n(w): (4.5)

We have a similar measure of approximation when we restrit ourselves to admissiblepartitions. Namely, �an(w) := infP2PanE(w;SP )H1(
) (4.6)
17



now measures the best nonlinear approximation error obtained from admissible partitionsand _As := _As(H10 (
)) onsists of all w whih satisfy�an(w) �Mn�s; n = 1; 2; : : : : (4.7)The smallest M for whih (4.7) holds serves to de�ne the norm kwk _As.Remark 4.1 We have As(H10(
)) = _As(H10 (
)) with equivalent norms.Indeed, given any partition P 2 Pn (not neessarily admissible) whih ahieves the errorE(w;SP )H1(
) = �n(w), we an use Lemma 2.5 to omplete P to an admissible partitionP 0. Sine #(P 0) � C2#(P ) (see (2.16)), and the error on the partition P 0 does not exeedthe error on P and therefore �aC2n(w) � �n(w) (4.8)from whih the remark easily follows.The reader should be interested to know what funtions are in As. It turns outthat these lasses are related to ertain Besov spaes. Sine we do not use or needthis information in the onstrution of the algorithm, we postpone this disussion to theAppendix.
4.2 Adaptive approximation in H�1(
)We shall also need approximation by pieewise onstants whih will be our vehile forresolving the right hand side f in our numerial algorithm for (1.1). The approximationwill take plae in the H�1(
) norm whih is de�ned for a tempered distribution g byduality: kgkH�1(
) := sup�2H10 (
) hg; �ijjj�jjj ; (4.9)
where h�; �i denotes the duality pairing indued by the standard L2-inner produt. Givena partition P , we let S0P denote the lass of pieewise onstant funtions subordinate toP . For a funtion g 2 H�1(
), we haveE(g;S0P )H�1(
) := infS2S0P kg � SkH�1(
); (4.10)
whih is the best error we an ahieve by approximating f in theH�1(
)-norm by elementsof S0P . Analogously, we have�n(g)H�1(
) := infP2PnE(g;S0P )H�1(
) (4.11)
the error of best nonlinear approximation to g by pieewise onstants.As in the ase of pieewise linear approximation, we introdue for any s > 0, theapproximation lass As(H�1(
)) and its norm exatly as in (4.4) and (4.5) exept thatwe use �n(g)H�1(
) in plae of �n(w). We have a similar measure of approximation whenwe restrit ourselves to admissible partitions. We denote the approximation lass in thisase by _As(H�1(
)) 18



Suppose now that g 2 L2(
). Then g 2 H�1(
). If P is any partition of 
 and� 2 P , we de�ne g� := 1j�j Z� g (4.12)whih is the average of g over �. Also, g� is the best approximation to g in L2(�) byonstant funtions. Therefore, S0P (g) :=X�2P g��� (4.13)
is the best L2(
) approximation to g by pieewise onstants subordinate to P .We an use S0P (g) also to approximate g in the H�1(
)-norm. In fat, for any admis-sible partition P , we have the following bound for the approximation errorE(g;S0P )2H�1(
) � kg � S0P (g)k2H�1(
) � C0 �E(g; P ) (4.14)where �E(g; P ) :=X�2P j�jkg � g�k2L2(�): (4.15)
Indeed, to see that this is true, let � be any funtion in H10(
) of unit norm. Then, sineS0P is the orthogonal projetion to S0P , we have

hg � S0P (g); �i = hg � S0P (g); �� S0P (�)i =X�2P
Z�(g � g�)(�� ��): (4.16)

We use the Cauhy-Shwartz inequality on eah of the terms in the last sum and then thePoinar�e inequality to bound suh a term bykg � g�kL2(�)k�� ��kL2(�) � Cj�j1=2kr�kL2(�)kg � g�kL2(�):Here C is an absolute onstant beause all the triangular ells � are uniformly shaperegular (2.1). Using this in (4.16) and again applying Cauhy-Shwarz, we arrive at(4.14) by taking a supremum over all � of norm one in H10 (
).We an use �E(g; P ) to de�ne another nonlinear approximation error:��2n(g) := infP2Pn �E(g; P ): (4.17)
Analogous to the approximation lasses de�ned above, we de�ne �As(H�1(
)) using��n(g) and the norm for this lass as before. When dealing with admissible partitionswe shall denote this lass by _�As(H�1(
)). As before _�As(H�1(
)) = �As(H�1(
)) withequivalent norms.
4.3 An algorithm for adaptive approximation of a given funtionIn this setion, we wish to desribe some of the results of [2℄ whih give adaptive approxi-mation algorithms for approximating a given target funtion v de�ned on 
 in a spei�ed19



norm. These algorithms are di�erent from an AFEM sine they assume that the targetfuntion v is fully known (whereas our solution u to (1.1) is not). We shall use thesealgorithms in two di�erent settings whih we shall desribe in the following subsetions.Although the algorithms in [2℄ apply in a more general setting, we shall limit ourdisussion to the ase of newest vertex bisetion and its assoiated master tree T�. Thestarting assumption is that there is a funtional e whih assoiates to eah triangular ell� in the master tree a nonnegative real number e(�). In appliations, e(�) is usuallysome loal approximation error (or a bound for this loal error) assoiated to �.There are two algorithms, alled Seond Algorithm and Modi�ed Seond Al-gorithm in [2℄, that we shall utilize. We shall limit our disussion in this setion tothe Seond Algorithm. The Modi�ed Seond Algorithm, whih is a variant of theSeond Algorithm will bee introdued in x4.5 when we shall need it for oarsening.The Seond Algorithm in [2℄ an be applied under the assumption that e satis�esthe following property: for eah � 2 T� and eah subtree T whih ontains � as its onlyroot, we have X�02L(T ) e(�0) � C e(�); (4.18)
where C is an absolute onstant and L(T ) is the set of leaves of T . Note that (4.18)follows, in partiular, when e is subadditive, i.e.,e(�1) + e(�2) � e(�): (4.19)holds for any � 2 T� and its hildren �1 and �2. In this ase, C = 1 in (4.18). We shalluse the Seond Algorithm in x4.4 when we approximate the right hand side f of (1.1).For any proper subtree T � T�, we de�neE(T ) := X�2L(T ) e(�) (4.20)
as the error assoiated to T . In appliations to adaptive partitioning, E(T ) would orre-spond to the square of the error assoiated to the partition given by the leaves of T .Reall that T0 := T (P0) and that for any tree T whih is a re�nement of T0 the numberN(T ) is the number of subdivisions neessary to reate T from T0; it is also the numberof interior nodes in T starting from the root T0. We let Tn(T0) be the set of all trees Twith N(T ) = n.We enter the following ompetition among all proper trees in Tn(T0):En := En(T0) := infT2Tn(T0)E(T ): (4.21)
So En is the smallest error we ould ahieve using trees from Tn(T0). Although the problemis �nite, it is numerially too intensive to �nd a best tree whih ahieves the minimumerror En beause #(Tn(T0)) is exponential in n.Suppose that given any �, we are able to ompute e(�). We would like to �nd atree whih performs almost as well as the best tree from Tn(T0) and to do so while onlyomputing O(n + #(T0)) values e(�). The main result of [2℄ is to show that this is
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possible. Namely, that paper gives a numerially realizable algorithm whih yields nearbest trees T from Tn(T0) by whih we meanE(T ) � C0E0n (4.22)where C0; 0 > 0 are absolute onstants (in partiular they do not depend on the startingpartition P0).The algorithm �nds a near best tree for the given value of n by reating a sequeneof trees T = Tj, j = 1; 2; : : : starting from the initial tree T0. Roughly speaking, at anygiven stage in the algorithm, it omputes e(�) for all leaves in the urrent tree and thensubdivides the leaves with the largest e-value. However, to avoid a lengthy sequene ofsubdivisions with insuÆient redution in the error, the algorithm in atuality uses amodi�ed funtional ~e. What is important in the ontext of the present paper is that toreate the tree in (4.22) requires the omputation of at most #(T0)+Cn values of e whereT0 is the starting tree.We shall use this algorithm in the following setting desribed in [2℄ as the Thresh-olding Seond Algorithm. Given an admissible partition P whih is not neessarilyP0 and the orresponding tree T (P ), let now T0 := T (P ) be our set of root nodes. Forany tree T whih is a re�nement of T0 the number N(T jT0) denotes now the number ofsubdivisions neessary to reate T from T0. So N(T jT0) = N(T ) when T0 = T (P0). Givena tolerane � > 0, and an admissible partition P the algorithm produes a tree T� whihis a re�nement of T0 = T (P ) with the following properties (see Corollary 5.4 of [2℄):P1: T� satis�es E(T�) � �: (4.23)P2: For absolute onstants 1 and C1 (independent of P ), it holds that whenever ~T is are�nement of T (P ) satisfying E( ~T ) � 1�; (4.24)then N(T�jT0) � C1N( ~T jT0): (4.25)Sine we are interested in admissible partitions, we shall add a ompletion step on theend of this algorithm to obtain the following algorithm.Approximation Algorithm (AA): Given an initial partition P , an error funtionale satisfying (4.19), and an error tolerane � > 0, AA produes as output an admissiblepartition P 0 = AA(P; �) whih is a re�nement of P in the following way. First it usesthe Thresholding Seond Algorithm to produe a tree T� whih satis�es P1 and P2.We an write T� = T ( �P ) where �P is the partition formed by the leaves of T�. We nowapply ompletion to �P as desribed in Lemma 2.5 to get the admissible partition P 0 from�P . The following lemma desribes the properties of this algorithm.Lemma 4.2 The output P 0 = AA(P; �) satis�esE(T (P 0)) � �: (4.26)
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In addition, there are absolute onstants 1; C1 > 0 suh that whenever ~P is any re�nementof P whih satis�es E(T ( ~P )) � 1�, then we havem(P 0jP ) � C1N(T ( ~P )jT (P )): (4.27)Also, the number of evaluations N(AA; P; �) of e needed to ompute the output P 0 of AAsatis�es N(AA; P; �) � 2(#( �P )) � 2#(P 0): (4.28)Proof: The subadditivity property (4.19) guarantees that the error for the admissible treeT (P 0) is smaller than that of T�. Hene (4.26) follows from (4.23). If ~P is any re�nementof P whih satis�es E(T ( ~P )) � 1�, then by virtue of (4.25),N(T ( �P )jT (P )) � C1N(T ( ~P )jT (P )): (4.29)That is the number of subdivisions needed to reate �P from P does not exeed theright side of (4.29). By de�nition, m(P 0jP ) = N(T ( �P )jT (P )). Finally, (4.28) is obvioussine the only values of e that need to be omputed in the exeution of the SeondThresholding Algorithm are those on the nodes of T ( �P ) and the number of thesenodes does not exeed 2#( �P ). 	
4.4 Approximation of the right hand sideWe shall desribe in this setion an algorithm for approximating the right hand side fwhenever f 2 L2(
). This algorithm will be a step in our adaptive algorithm for solving(1.1). We shall approximate f by pieewise onstants on admissible partitions that areadaptively generated using newest vertex bisetion. To ahieve this approximation weshall use the adaptive approximation algorithm AA of x4.3. Let P0 be any �xed initialpartition and let T� denote the master tree for newest vertex bisetion. As before, we letPa denote the lass of all admissible partitions that an be obtained using newest vertexbisetion with initial partition P0.For eah � 2 T�, we de�nee(f;�) = e(�) := j�jkf � f�k2L2(�)): (4.30)The subadditivity property (4.19) follows easily from the fat that f� is the best L2(�)approximation to f by onstants.The following statements desribe our algorithm for approximating f and its proper-ties:APPROX (f; P; �) ! P 0: The input of this algorithm is the funtion f 2 L2(
), anadmissible partition P 2 Pa, and the error tolerane � > 0. The algorithm uses theinputs f; P and �2 in algorithm AA with the funtional e de�ned by (4.30) and reeivesthe output partition P 0 = APPROX(f; P; �) := AA (P; �2) whih, by the properties ofAA, is admissible and satis�es:�E(f; P 0) = E(T (P 0)) � �2: (4.31)From the properties of (AA) we immediately have the following fats, see Lemma 4.2.
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Proposition 4.3 If ~P is any partition whih is a re�nement of P and satis�es �E(f; ~P ) �1�2, then m(P 0jP ) � C1N(T ( ~P )jT (P )); (4.32)where 1; C1 are the onstants assoiated toAA. The number of evaluationsN(APPROX; f; P; �)of e needed to ompute the output P 0 to APPROX satis�esN(APPROX; f; P; �) � 2(#(P 0)): (4.33)The following lemma desribes how we shall use APPROX.Lemma 4.4 If we apply APPROX to an input funtion f 2 �As = �As(H�1(
)), s > 0,an input partition P , and an input tolerane � > 0, then the output partition P 0 =APPROX(f; P; �) satis�es m(P 0jP ) � C1(s)kfk1=s�As ��1=s (4.34)with C1(s) a onstant depending only on s. Also,#(P 0) � C2(s)(#(P ) + kfk1=s�As ��1=s) (4.35)with C2(s) a onstant depending only on s.Proof: Let P � be the smallest partition in P whih satis�es�E(f; P �) � 1�2: (4.36)where 1 is the onstant appearing in algorithm AA. Then, by the de�nition of the lass�As, we have #(P �) � kfk1=s�As (p1�)�1=s: (4.37)We let ~P be the smallest partition whih is a ommon re�nement of P and P �. Then, ~Pan be obtained from P using at most #(P �) re�nements. Also, �E(f; ~P ) � 1�2 beause~P is a re�nement of P �. Therefore, the output partition P 0 of APPROX satis�es (4.32)whih means thatm(P 0jP ) � C1N(T ( ~P )jT (P )) � C1kfk1=s�As (p1�)�1=s: (4.38)This proves (4.34). To estimate the ardinality of P 0 we an use (2.16) and (4.37) toobtain#(P 0) � #(P0) + C2(m(P jP0) +m(P 0jP )) � C2(#(P ) + C1(s)kfk1=s�As ��1=s) (4.39)whih gives (4.35). 	
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4.5 CoarseningIn this setion, we desribe our seond appliation of the adaptive approximation algo-rithm. The setting is the following. Suppose that P is any admissible partition and uP isthe Galerkin solution to (1.1) on this partition. We assume that we have a funtion �(P )whih provides an upper bound for the Galerkin errorjjju� uP jjj2 � �(P ): (4.40)Suh an upper bound � is given in x5 (see (5.2)).The algorithm we shall onstrut in this subsetion starts with the input of two ad-missible partitions P; P 0 with P 0 a re�nement of P , and a tolerane � for whih we knowthe bounds jjju� uP jjj2 � �(P ) � �2 (4.41)and jjju� uP 0 jjj2 � �(P 0) � ��2: (4.42)At this stage, the onstant 0 < � < 1 is arbitrary but �xed. We shall speify the value of�, and the two onstants � and  that follow, at the end of x7. For now the reader shouldthink of these as arbitrary but �xed onstants satisfying the relations we speify below.With these inputs, we shall generate an admissible partition �P whih is a oarseningof P 0 suh that a ertain further re�nement r( �P ) satis�esjjju� ur( �P )jjj2 � ��2; (4.43)where � < � < 1 . The main property (not held by P 0) we will gain in the onstrutionof �P is that we will be able to favorably bound its number of elements. The reason weneed the re�nement r( �P ) of �P and not just �P in (4.43) is a tehnial one that will beexplained later in this setion.To �nd �P , we are going to use an adaptive approximation algorithm SAA whih isa modi�ation of AA that was introdued and analyzed in [2℄. The algorithm providesan approximation to uP 0 on a oarser partition (namely �P ) than P 0. We will explain thealgorithm SAA in more detail as we proeed.We start by de�ning an error funtional e for approximating funtions w 2 H10 (
) byfuntions from SP with P an admissible partition. To do this, we introdue the minimalring assoiated to a triangular ell � 2 T�. Given any admissible partition P from Paand � 2 P , we de�ne R(�; P ) := [�02P;�\�0 6=;�0 (4.44)
whih is the �rst ring about �. This ring depends on P . However, we an �nd a minimalring about � whih does not depend on P . Namely, we de�neR�(�) := \P2Pa;�2P R(�; P ) = [�02P�(�)�0 (4.45)
where P�(�) is the olletion of ells from T� whih touh � and make up R�(�) .
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Before returning to the de�nition of e that we will use, we take this opportunityto develop a little further the properties of the set P�(�) beause we will need theseproperties later in this setion. Let m0 be the maximal valene that an our for anyvertex v in any admissible partition. Beause of the uniform boundedness from below ofthe angles in triangular ells for admissible partitions, it follows that m0 is a �xed �niteonstant.Lemma 4.5 Suppose P is an admissible partition and � 2 P has the label (k+1; k+1; k).Any ell �0 2 P suh that �0 \� 6= ; has label (k + �; k + �; k + � � 1) where �m0�22 <� � m0+12 .Proof: Any suh �0 shares a vertex v with �. This vertex is ommon to two edges of�, one, whih we denote by "0, is labelled k + 1, and the other, whih we denote by"1, is labelled k, or k + 1. We an assume that all other edges that share v arise whentransversing the edges from "0 to "1 in a lokwise diretion. We laim that the maximumlabel of any of the edges ontaining v is k + ` where ` � m0+12 . To see this note �rst thatthe labels of edges that share a ell an di�er by at most 1. Now suppose that the numberof edges inident at v is r. Let " be suh an edge with label k + `. Stepping from "0 to", we need at least ` � 2 more edges between these two. Moving from " to "1 at leastanother `� 2 more edges. That makes a total ount of at least 3 + 2(`� 2) = 2`� 1 � r,and therefore ` � r+12 . This on�rms the upper bound for �. To obtain the lower bound,suppose now that v is ommon to an edge " with label k� ` and that again r edges meetat v. It takes at least ` intermediate edges to go from "0 to " and at least `� 1 edges togo from " to "1. Thus, the ount is at least 3 + ` + (` � 1) = 2` + 2 � r and therefore` � r�22 . This means that ` � m0�22 whih on�rms the lower bound. 	

Figure 6: Full re�nement of a triangle
For the formulation of the next lemma, we introdue the notion of a full re�nement.Given an admissible partition P , by a full re�nement of P we mean the subdivision ofeah ell in P into six ells using newest vertex bisetion. These new ells onsist of twograndhildren of � and four great grandhildren of � and result in the bisetion of eahoriginal edge of � as well as the bisetion of the new edge added when � is subdividedusing newest vertex bisetion (see Figure 6).Lemma 4.6 Assume that P is any admissible partition and r(P ) is the partition obtainedfrom P by subjeting eah ell in P to dm02 e full re�nements. Then r(P ) is admissible and25



any ring R(�0; r(P )) of a ell �0 2 r(P ) is ontained in the minimal ring R�(�) of theanestor � 2 P of �0.Proof: The admissibility of r(P ) follows from the fat that one full re�nement of everyell in an admissible partition leaves no hanging nodes. For the seond property notethat a full re�nement to a triangular ell with label (k + 1; k + 1; k) produes ells whosenew edges arry labels that are at least k + 2. Thus ` suessive full re�nements produetriangles with generations at least k + 2`. Next note that the minimal ring of � on-sists of triangles touhing � and having the highest possible generation admitted by T�.We have shown in Lemma 4.5 that the minimal generation of ells in R(�; P ) is greaterthan k � m0�22 � 1 = k � m02 . Thus, applying dm02 e full re�nements the smallest possiblegeneration appearing in R(�0; r(P )) will inrease to k � m02 + 2dm02 e � k + m02 . This islarger than the highest possible generation appearing in R(�; P ) whih by Lemma 4.5 isat most k + m0+12 � 1. The proof is omplete. 	We now return to our problem of oarsening. Given a funtion w 2 H10 (
) (later weshall take w as an approximation to uP 0), we de�nee(�) := e(w;�) := infS kw � Sk2H1(R�(�)) = kw � S�k2H1(R�(�)); (4.46)where the in�mum is taken over all ontinuous pieewise linear funtions S de�ned onR�(�) whih are subordinate to P�(�) and vanish on �
\ �R�(�) whenever this set isnot empty.This error funtional e will not satisfy (4.18) but does satisfy the following weakerversion of this property:Weak subadditivity: For any � 2 T� and any admissible tree T whih has � asits only root node, we have X�02L(T ) e(�0) � C e(�) (4.47)
where C is an absolute onstant and L(T ) is the set of leaves of T .Thus the only distintion in this weak subadditivity is that (4.47) is only required tohold for admissible trees.Proposition 4.7 The loal error funtional e, de�ned by (4.46), satis�es the weak sub-additivity property (4.47). Moreover, for E = E(w; �) de�ned by (4.20) for this hoie ofe, and any admissible partition P 2 Pa one has for any w 2 H10 (
)E(w; T (P )) � C 04 infS2SP kw � Sk2H1(
); (4.48)
where the onstant C 04 depends only on the initial partition P0 whih onsists of the rootsof T�.Proof: Let T be a �nite admissible tree with single root �. The leaves L(T ) of T forman admissible partition of �. For eah �0 2 L(T ), we have that P�(�0) is a re�nementof P�(�) on the set R�(�0), and R�(�0) � R�(�). Therefore,kw � S�0kH1(R�(�0)) � kw � S�kH1(R�(�0)); (4.49)26



by the very de�nition of S�0 .Let us observe that a given point x 2 R�(�) appears in at most C of the sets R�(�0),�0 2 L(T ), with C an absolute onstant. Indeed, if x 2 �� with �� 2 L(T ), then,beause of the minimality of the rings, x will not appear in any R�(�0) unless �0 touhesR�(��). Sine the partition L(T ) is admissible, there are at most C ells whih touhR�(��) with C an absolute onstant. We use this property and the set subadditivity ofk � k2H1 to �nd,X�02L(T ) kw � S�0k2H1(R�(�0)) � X�02L(T ) kw � S�k2H1(R�(�0)) � Ckw � S�k2H1(R�(�)): (4.50)
This inequality veri�es property (4.18) for this hoie of e.As for (4.48), let wP 2 SP be the minimizer of the right side of (4.48) and note thatonly a �nite uniformly bounded number of the minimal rings R�(�), � 2 P , overlap atany given point in 
. Hene,X�2P kw � S�k2H1(R�(�)) �X�2P kw � wPk2H1(R�(�)) � Ckw � wPk2H1(
);
as laimed. 	We annot diretly reverse the inequality (4.48) whih is why we introdued the re-�nement r(P ) whih will allow us to do the reversal. It is obvious that r(P ) is againadmissible.Proposition 4.8 There exists a onstant C4 depending only on the initial partition P0suh that for any admissible re�nement P 2 Pa of P0, one hasinfS2Sr(P ) kw � Sk2H1(
) � C4E(w; T (P )): (4.51)
Proof: We shall employ quasi-interpolants for bounding the best approximation in theenergy norm. To this end, reall that the Courant elements �v, v 2 _Vr(P ), form a basisfor Sr(P ). Thus eah S 2 Sr(P ) has the unique representationS = Xv2 _Vr(P ) S(v)�� = Xv2 _Vr(P ) �v(S)~�v; (4.52)
where the ~�v are normalized to have norm one in H1(
), i.e. k~�vkH1(
) = 1, and wherethe �v are dual funtionals, i.e. �v(~�v0) = Æv;v0. This means that the �v also have norm oneas linear funtionals on Sr(P ) when this spae is equipped with the H1(
) norm. There isa norm preserving extension �v (whih we ontinue to denote by �v) to all of H10 (
) andwe an require that this extension is given as the integral with an L2 funtion �v:�v(g) = ZBv g�v; (4.53)
with Bv := supp(�v) �[f� 2 r(P ) : v 2 �g; (4.54)
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the star of v. It follows that j�v(g)j � kgkH1(Bv): (4.55)Clearly, Qr(P )(w) :=Pv2 _Vr(P ) �v(w)~�v de�nes a projetor from L2(
) into Sr(P ). Letus now bound kw�Qr(P )(w)kH1(
). Given any triangular ell � 2 P , we take an extensionof S� to a ontinuous pieewise linear funtion on 
, vanishing on �
 whih is subordinateto r(P ). This is possible sine P�(�) is ontained in T (r(P )). We denote this extensionalso by S�. We then have Qr(P )(S�) = S� so that, in partiular, both quantities agreeon �. Therefore it follows thatkw �Qr(P )(w)k2H1(�) � 2kw � S�k2H1(�) + 2kQr(P )(w � S�)k2H1(�)� 2e(�) + 2kQr(P )(w � S�)k2H1(�): (4.56)We need to bound the seond term in (4.56). Let us note that on � only �nitely manyterms �v(w� S�)~�v are nonzero. These orrespond to the verties from r(P ) that are in� and, in view of the fat that eah full re�nement subdivides eah triangle into six andintrodues four new verties on it, there are at most C = 3+ 4�6dm02 e � 1� verties fromr(P ) in �. Let v be one of these verties, thenk�v(w � S�)~�vk2H1(�) � kw � S�k2H1(Bv) � kw � S�k2H1(R�(�)) ; (4.57)where we have used that, by Lemma 4.6, B� � R�(�), v 2 � \ _Vr(P ). Hene, summingover all verties v 2 _Vr(P ) in �, we obtainkQr(P )(w � S�)k2H1(�) � Ce(�): (4.58)Using this bak in (4.56) and summing over all � 2 P , giveskw �Qr(P )(w)k2H1(
) � C4 E(w; T (P )): (4.59)This proves the assertion. 	Throughout the remainder of this setion let E be de�ned by (4.20) for e, de�ned by(4.46) with w an arbitrary but �xed H1(
) funtion. We return now to our problem ofgenerating the set �P . For this we shall use the Modi�ed Seond Algorithm of x7 in[2℄. This algorithm exatly mathes our setting of newest vertex bisetion. We reall theproperties of this algorithm (see Corollary 7.4 of [2℄).Modi�ed Seond Algorithm (MSA): Given any funtion w 2 H10 (
) and anyerror tolerane � > 0, MSA produes as output an admissible partition P 0 = MSA(w; �)suh that E(w; T (P 0)) � �: (4.60)Moreover, there are absolute onstants 1; C1 > 0 suh that whenever ~P is any admissiblepartition whih satis�es E(w; T ( ~P )) � 1�, then we have#(P 0)�#(P0) = N(T (P 0)) � C1N(T ( ~P )) = C1(#( ~P )�#(P0)): (4.61)
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The number of evaluations N(MSA; w; �) of e to ompute the output P 0 toMSA satis�esN(MSA; w; �) � C3(#(P 0)): (4.62)In ontrast to APPROX, the algorithmMSA always starts from the root partition P0.We ould also have developed an algorithm whih started from any given initial partitionP but this would be at the expense of more tehnialities whih we wish to avoid.We shall use the algorithm MSA in the following oarsening algorithm whih is themain algorithm of this setion. The onstant  in this algorithm will be spei�ed later.The reader should think of  as any �xed onstant 0 <  < 1 until it is later spei�ed.The algorithm COARSE will also use GAL.COARSE:We take as inputs the admissible partition P 0, the tolerane � suh that (4.42)holds, and an initial approximation �uP 0 2 SP 0 to uP 0 satisfying jjjuP 0 � �uP 0 jjj2 � (A0�)2.The algorithm COARSE outputs the admissible partition �P = COARSE(P 0; �; �uP 0) asfollows. We apply GAL to obtain the numerial approximation ûP 0 = GAL(P 0; �; �uP 0).We take w = ûP 0 and apply MSA with inputs w and �2 to obtain �P = MSA (w; �2)where  will be spei�ed below. It follows thatE(ûP 0 ; T ( �P )) � �2: (4.63)
The rest of this subsetion will be devoted to deriving the important properties of theoutput �P of COARSE. Let us �rst observe that given P 0, the number of omputationsneessary to invoke the algorithm, is bounded byN(COARSE; P 0; �; �uP 0) � C3(A0=Æ)#(P 0) (4.64)with C3(A0=Æ) a onstant depending only on the ratio A0=Æ, see (3.6) and (3.7). We havealready observed that the number of omputations to alulate ûP 0 is bounded by theright side of (4.64) (see (3.8)). To ompute S�, � 2 P 0, from the least squares problemuses a �xed number of omputations beause ûP 0 is ontinuous and pieewise linear andthe number of ells in P�(�) has an absolute bound (see our disussion of the strutureof P�(�) given above). We have observed in (4.62) that the number of evaluations of eneeded to exeute MSA is bounded by C3#(P 0). the estimate (4.64) follows now fromRemark 3.1.Next, we want to bound jjju�ur( �P )jjj for the Galerkin solution ur( �P ). To do this, we letS be a best approximation to ûP 0 from Sr( �P ) in the H1(
) norm. Thus,jjju� ur( �P )jjj � jjju� Sjjj � jjju� uP 0 jjj+ jjjuP 0 � ûP 0 jjj+ jjjûP 0 � Sjjj� (p��+ Æ�) + kûP 0 � SkH1(
) � (p� + Æ +pC4)� �p�� (4.65)where in the third inequality we used (4.42) on the �rst term and we used (3.7) for theseond term. Then we use Poinare (i.e. (3.3)) followed by (4.51) on the remaining term.The last inequality will hold provided �, Æ, and  are hosen so as to satisfy� � �=9 and Æ �p�=3 and C4 � �=9: (4.66)We impose these requirements on �, Æ and  in what follows.We now summarize the properties of the output �P of the algorithm COARSE.29



Theorem 4.9 Given as inputs the admissible partition P 0,an input tolerane �, and aninitial approximation �uP 0 the output �P =COARSE(P 0; �; �uP 0) has the following proper-ties:(i) The Galerkin solution ur( �P ) on r( �P ) satis�es:jjju� ur( �P )jjj2 � ��2: (4.67)(ii) The number of omputations N(COARSE; P 0; �; �uP 0) used to ompute �P satis�esN(COARSE; P 0; �; �uP 0) � C3(A0=Æ)(#(P 0)) (4.68)with C3(A0=Æ) a onstant depending only on A0=Æ.(iii) If u 2 As = As(H10 (
)), then#( �P ) � #(P0) + C2(s)kuk1=sAs(H10 (
))��1=s (4.69)with C2(s) a onstant depending only on s.Proof: Statement (i) is just (4.65). Statement (ii) follows from (4.64). The proof of (iii)is similar to the proof in Lemma 4.4. Let P � be the smallest admissible partition thatsatis�es jjju� uP �jjj2 � ku� uP �k2H1(
) � ̂21�2 (4.70)where ̂1 is a onstant that will be spei�ed later in this proof. >From the fat that u 2 As,we know #(P �) � kuk1=s_As (̂1�)�1=s: (4.71)Moreover, note that uP � also approximates ûP 0 well. In fat, by (4.42) and (3.7),jjjûP 0 � uP � jjj � jjjuP 0 � ujjj+ jjjuP 0 � ûP 0 jjj+ jjju� uP �jjj � (p� + Æ + ̂1)�:Therefore, from (4.48) and (3.3), we obtainE(ûP 0 ; T (P �)) � C 04kûP 0 � uP �k2H1(
) � �2
 C 04(p�+ Æ + ̂1)2�2 � 1�2 (4.72)provided � � (C 04)�12
19 and Æ; ̂1 � 
p(C 04)�113 : (4.73)We an now apply (4.61) and obtain#( �P )�#(P0) � C1(#(P �)�#(P0)) � C1#(P �) � C2(s)kuk1=sAs ��1=s (4.74)where the last inequality uses (4.71). 	Let us remark on the order that all of the above onstants are hosen. First, we arefree to hoose 0 < � < 1. With the value of � �xed, we now hoose  so that the seondinequality in (4.66) is satis�ed. Then we hoose � so that both the �rst inequality in(4.66) and the �rst inequality in (4.73) is satis�ed. We also hoose ̂1 so that the seondinequality in (4.73) is satis�ed. Further, we require that Æ satis�es (4.73). Later in x7, weshall �x the value of � and then all other onstants an be spei�ed.30



5 The adaptive algorithm of Morin, Nohetto, andSiebertIn this setion, we shall reall the AFEM of Morin, Nohetto, and Siebert [16℄ whih isbased on subdividing (using the newest vertex rule) ertain olletions of marked ells.We shall later modify this algorithm to arrive at our new algorithm. Our notation isslightly di�erent from theirs in plaes.The strategy in [16℄ for marking ells for subdivision and the guaranteed error redu-tion that results is based on two riteria. The �rst of these is a loal error indiator thatwe now desribe. Suppose that P 2 Pa is an admissible partition. Given an edge E 2 EP ,we let 
E denote the union of the two triangles that share E and let `E denote the lengthof E. We also denote by JE(P ) the jump of nTEruP aross E, where for eah ell sharingE, nE is the respetive outer normal of E. The quantity�E := �E(P ) := k`1=2E JE(uP )k2L2(E) + kdiam(
E)fk2L2(
E); (5.1)is an indiator of the loal error in u � uP . One an show that the sum of these loalindiators bounds the square of the global energy error from above. More preisely, thereexists an absolute onstant A3 suh thatjjju� uP jjj2 � A3 XE2EP �E :We therefore de�ne the global quantity�(P ) := A3 XE2EP �E: (5.2)
The seond ingredient that we shall need is a bound for the global H�1 error inapproximating f 2 L2(
) by pieewise onstants in terms of a sum of loal quantities.We have already introdued these quantities in x4.4. We reall the loal error funtionale(�) := j�jkf � f�k2L2(�); (5.3)where f� is the average of f on �. We also have the global error�E(f; P ) :=X�2P e(�); (5.4)

whih was used in algorithm AA.The loal error indiators from (5.1) together with (5.4) an be used to prove thefollowing bounds for the Galerkin error (see [16℄ equations (2.7) and (2.8)):A1�(P )� A2 �E(f; P ) � jjju� uP jjj2 � �(P ) (5.5)where A1; A2 > 0 are absolute onstants.To desribe the main result in [16℄, we denote for eah � 2 T� by G(�) the set ofsix triangular ells obtained from � when using a full re�nement as desribed in theparagraph preeding Lemma 4.6 (see Figure 6). The following theorem is Theorem 3.1 of[16℄: 31



Theorem 5.1 Given 0 < � < 1, there exist onstants 0 < � < 1 and A4 > 0 with thefollowing property. Let P be any admissible partition in Pa and suppose that E0 is aolletion of edges from EP suh thatA3XE2E0 �E � ��(P ); (5.6)
and �E(f; P ) � A4�2: (5.7)If P 0 is any admissible re�nement of P that ontains G(�) or a re�nement of G(�) forevery � whih has an edge in ommon with E0, then either jjju� uP 0 jjj2 � �2 orjjju� uP 0 jjj2 � � jjju� uP jjj2: (5.8)In other words, if the error in approximating f is small enough then the re�nementstrategy (5.6) guarantees an error redution until the desired tolerane � is met. Usingthis result, Morin, Nohetto, and Siebert build an AFEM whih they prove onvergeswhenever f 2 L2(
).Given a partition P and a marked set E0 of edges satisfying (5.6), we shall say thata partition P 0 whih is a re�nement of P has the G-property if it is admissible and P 0ontains G(�) or a re�nement of G(�) whenever � has an edge in E0.
6 Modi�ations of the MNS AlgorithmWe shall make some modi�ations of the MNS algorithm in this setion in order toprepare for its use in our new algorithm of the next setion. These modi�ations will enteron two issues. The �rst is to reast the algorithm in the form of elementary markings andthen ompletions sine it is in this form that we an apply the results of x2 whih boundthe ost of ompletions. The seond issue is more substantial. In a numerial algorithmwe annot ompute uP or �(P ) exatly. We shall have to replae these omputations byapproximate omputations ûP and �̂(P ). We shall need to examine the e�et of theseapproximate alulations. We shall show that it is possible to alulate these quantitiesapproximately while still retaining the error redution in the MNS algorithm. Moreover,we will be able to bound the omputational omplexity of these approximate alulations.To begin the analysis of this setion, we �rst note some properties of �E and �. Firstof all if P 0 is a re�nement of P then�E(f; P 0) � �E(f; P ): (6.1)This follows from the de�nition of �E (4.15). Seondly,�E(f; P ) � (A1=2A2)�(P ) implies �(P ) � A5jjju� uP jjj2 (6.2)with A5 = 2=A1. This follows from the lower inequality in (5.5).These two observations will be used several times in the following form.
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Remark 6.1 Assume that for some admissible partition P we have
A5jjju� uP jjj2 � �2 and �E(f; P ) � A12A2�2: (6.3)

Then for any admissible re�nement P 0 of P one has�(P 0) � �2: (6.4)Proof: Suppose that �(P 0) > �2. Then, by (6.1),A12A2�(P 0) > A12A2�2 � �E(f; P ) � �E(f; P 0):
Thus (6.2) applies and sine P 0 is a re�nement of P our assumption (6.3) yields�(P 0) � A5jjju� uP 0 jjj2 � A5jjju� uP jjj2 � �2;whih is a ontradition and hene proves (6.4). 	Our �rst modi�ation of MNS whih we shall all MMNS is to reast it in the formof marking and ompletion and still have the property that the re�ned partition ontainsG(�) (we need this to be able to obtain the guaranteed redution in Theorem 5.1). Hereis a desription ofMMNS (P; �) ! P 0: This algorithm takes as input an admissible partition P , theorresponding Galerkin approximation uP and an error tolerane � with P satisfying�E(f; P ) � A4�2 and produes a new partition P 0 = MMNS(P; �) as follows. We markall triangular ells whih have an edge from E0 where E0 are the marked edges from MNS.Call this marked set M0. We perform a re�nement and then a ompletion for M0 andP giving the new partition P 01. We next mark any ells �0 in P 01 whih have a properdesendent whih is one of the ells in G(�), � 2 M0. Call this set of marked ellsM1. We do a re�nement and ompletion forM1 and P 01 giving the new partition P 02. Werepeat this proess one more time ending with the partition P 0 = P 03.Here are the properties of MMNS.Theorem 6.2 For the output P 0 of MMNS we have that either jjju � uP 0 jjj � � orjjju�uP 0 jjj2 � � jjju�uP jjj2. The number of subdivisions N(MMNS; P; �) needed inMMNSsatis�es N(MMNS; P; �) � C3#(P ); (6.5)with C3 an absolute onstant.Proof: For eah ell � orresponding to a marked edge inMNS, the partition P 0 ontainsa re�nement of the full re�nement G(�). Hene, Theorem 5.1 applies and we obtain thestated bounds on jjju � uP 0 jjj. As for (6.5), the number of ells in M0 does not exeed#(P ) and hene #(P 01) � C#(P ) (see (2.16)). Repeating this argument we derive (6.5).� 33



Our next modi�ations of MNS enter around the fat that we annot ompute uPor �(P ) exatly. Therefore, we shall use the approximation ûP := GAL(P; �; �uP ). Wede�ne the loal error estimators �̂E as in (5.1) with ûP in plae of uP and similarly de�ne�̂(P ) as in (5.2) with these new �̂E in plae of �E. A standard trae argument shows thatj�E � �̂E j � B01kuP � ûPk2H1(
E); (6.6)where B01 is some �xed onstant depending only on P0. As a onsequene one has foranother onstant B1 � 1 A3 XE2EP j�̂E � �Ej � B1Æ2�2: (6.7)
With this numerial version �̂ in hand, we an revisit the algorithmMMNS and ob-tain the orresponding numerial version of this algorithm whih we denote byNMMNS.NMMNS (P; �; �uP ) ! P 0: This algorithm takes as input an admissible partition P , anerror tolerane � with P satisfying �E(f; P ) � A4�2, and the numerial approximationûP := GAL(P; �; �uP ), and produes a new partition P 0 = NMMNS(P; �; �uP ) as follows.We let Ê0 be any set of edges in EP suh thatA3XE2Ê0 �̂E � ��̂(P ): (6.8)

We mark all triangular ells whih have an edge from Ê0 and all this marked set M0.We perform a re�nement and then a ompletion for M0 and P giving the new partitionP 01. We next mark any ells �0 in P 01 whih have a proper desendent whih is one ofthe ells in G(�), � 2 M0. Call this set of marked ells M1. We do a re�nement andompletion for M1 and P 01 giving the new partition P 02. We repeat this proess one moretime ending with the partition P 0 = P 03.Here are the properties of NMMNS.Theorem 6.3 If Æ2 � �(4B1)�1, then for the output P 0 of NMMNS we have that eitherjjju� uP 0 jjj � � or jjju� uP 0 jjj2 � � jjju� uP jjj2 where 0 < � < 1, depends on �. The numberof subdivision and omputations N(NMMNS; P; �) needed in NMMNS satis�esN(NMMNS; P; �; �uP ) � C3(A0=Æ)#(P ); (6.9)whenever the initial guess �uP satis�es (3.6).Proof: From (6.7), we have that�(�(P )�B1Æ2�2) � ��̂(P ) � A3XE2Ê0 �̂E � A3XE2Ê0 �E +B1Æ2�2: (6.10)
We onsider two ases:CASE jjju� uP jjj � �2: Sine P 0 is a re�nement of P , we have jjju� uP 0 jjj � jjju� uP jjj as
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desired.CASE: jjju� uP jjj > �2 In this ase �(P ) � �2 and 2B1Æ2 � �=2. Therefore (6.10) gives(�=2)�(P ) � A3 XE2Ê0 �E: (6.11)
We an therefore apply Theorem 5.1 (with �=2 used in plae of �) and obtain jjju�uP 0 jjj � �2or jjju� uP 0 jjj � � jjju� uP jjj with the � orresponding to �=2.The bound on N(NMMNS; P; �; �uP ) follows as in the proof of (6.5) with the aveatthat we need to add the number of omputations used in GAL. But these are boundedby C3(A0=Æ)#(P ) beause of (3.8) in Remark 3.1. 	The following algorithm REDUCE is the main algorithm of this setion. In thisalgorithm, there appears a onstant A� whih will be spei�ed later. Its role is to makesure that the term �E(f; P 0) appearing in (5.5) is negligible ompared to �(P 0) for all ofthe partitions P 0 that are enountered in the exeution of the Algorithm.REDUCE (P; �; �0; �uP )! P 0: This algorithm takes as input any toleranes 0 < �0 < �,any admissible partition P for whih we know�(P ) � �2; �E(f; P ) � A��2 (6.12)and any initial approximation �uP 2 SP (to be used in GAL) satisfying (3.6). It outputsa new partition P 0 = REDUCE(P; �; �0; �uP ) whih is a re�nement of P and satis�es�(P 0) � (�0)2; �E(f; P 0) � A�(�0)2: (6.13)Here A� is any onstant satisfying

A� � min �A4A5 ; A12A2���0��2 ; (6.14)
where A1; A2; A4 and A5 are the onstants from (5.5), (5.7) and (6.2), respetively.We desribe now the steps used to produe P 0. We take �00 = �0A�1=25 and useNMMNSwith the inputs P and �00 and �uP . The result is a partition ~P1 = NMMNS(P; �00; �uP )whih is a re�nement of P . We reapply NMMNS with inputs �00, ~P1, and the same �uPas the initial approximation to u ~P1 . We obtain the output ~P2 = NMMNS( ~P1; �00; �uP ).we repeat this k times (eah time using the same �uP as an initial approximation) wherek is hosen as the smallest integer so that � k � (A5)�1(�0=�)2. We now apply APPROXwith the input ~Pk and pA��0 to get the partition P 0 = REDUCE(P; �; �0; �uP ).Let us now hek that P 0 satis�es (6.13). First of all, we know that the seondinequality in (6.13) is valid beause of the APPROX appliation. So we need to verifyonly the �rst inequality. Note that (6.14) implies, in partiular, that A� � A4(�00=�)2 sothat Theorem 6.3 is appliable to eah iteration. So we have two possibilities. The �rstase is that jjju�u ~Pj jjj � �00 for one of the values of j 2 f1; : : : ; kg. Sine P 0 is a re�nementof Pj, we have A5jjju� uP 0 jjj2 � A5jjju� u ~Pj jjj2 � A5(�00)2 � (�0)2: (6.15)35



In view of the seond relation in (6.13) and the ondition (6.14) on A�, we an invokeRemark 6.1 (with P replaed by P 0) to onlude that the �rst relation in (6.13) is alsovalid in this ase.The other ase is that the error is redued by the fator � at eah appliation ofNMMNS whih givesA5jjju� uP 0 jjj2 � A5jjju� u ~Pk jjj2 � A5� kjjju� uP jjj2 � A5� k�(P ) � (�0)2; (6.16)whih, again by Remark 6.1 on�rms the validity of the �rst inequality in (6.13).The following proposition bounds the number of subdivisions/omputations used toprodue P 0.Proposition 6.4 The number of elements #(P 0) satis�es#(P 0) � ~C3(�=�0)#(P ): (6.17)The number N(REDUCE; P; �; �0; �uP ) of omputations used to produe P 0 also satis�esN(REDUCE; P; �; �0; �uP ) � C3(�; �=�0)#(P ); (6.18)where � is the maximal ratio A0=Æ for all onstants A0 from (3.6) enountered in the allsof GAL invoked in REDUCE.Proof: From Theorem 6.3, we have that #( ~P1) � C#(P ) and #( ~Pj+1) � C#(Pj), forj = 1; : : : ; k � 1. Sine k is �xed, this gives the bound (6.17). Regarding the number ofomputations, we know that the number of alulations needed in GAL to ompute ûPfrom �uP does not exeed C#(P ) with the onstant depending only on � and the ratio�=�0. The number of alulations in eah iteration of NMMNS uses at most C(�)#( ~Pj)alulations as was shown in Theorem 6.3. Therefore, (6.18) holds in this ase as well. 	
7 The Main LoopWe are now in a position to build the main iteration of our adaptive algorithm. This loopwill use the REDUCE algorithm to generate a partition P 0 and then follow it with aoarsening step whose sole purpose is to give a ontrol on the size of the output partition.The desription of this algorithm will serve to set the value of the onstants �; �; Æ; ; A�whih have appeared earlier but were left unspei�ed. We all the algorithm for the mainloop MAIN.MAIN (P; �; �ur(P )) ! eP : This algorithm takes as input a tolerane �, an admissiblepartition P , and an initial approximation �ur(P ) to ur(P ) satisfying (3.6) and�(r(P )) � �2 (7.1)and �E(f; P ) � A��2: (7.2)
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It outputs an admissible partition ~P := MAIN (P; �; �ur(P )) whih is a re�nement of Pand satis�es �(r( ~P )) � �2=2 (7.3)and �E(f; ~P ) � A��2=2: (7.4)Here A� is the onstant appearing in REDUCE with �0 := p�� and hene is assumedto satisfy A� � � min �A4A5 ; A12A2� : (7.5)
We now desribe the steps in MAIN.STEP1: Apply REDUCE with inputs r(P ), �, and �0 = p�� with � the onstant inCOARSE, see (4.42) and with �ur(P ) used as the initial approximation in any appliationof GAL. The output P 0 = REDUCE (r(P ); �;p��; �ur(P )) is an admissible partitionwhih satis�es (6.13) and in partiular �(P 0) � ��2.STEP2: Apply COARSE with inputs P; P 0,�, and �uP 0 := �ur(P ) (note that P 0 is are�nement of r(P ) and therefore ur(P ) is in SP 0), and obtain the output�P = COARSE(P 0; �; �ur(P )) whih, on aount of (4.67), satis�esjjju� ur( �P )jjj2 � ��2: (7.6)STEP 3: De�ne ��P to be the ommon re�nement of P and �P .STEP 4: Apply APPROX with input ��P and tolerane (A�=2)1=2� and obtain as outputthe partition ~P = APPROX( ��P ; (A�=2)1=2�) whih satis�es �E(f; ~P ) � A��2=2.Let us now hek that the onlusions stated inMAIN are indeed valid. The ondition(7.4) is an obvious onsequene of STEP 4 in MAIN. Furthermore, (7.5) enables theappliation of REDUCE in STEP1. So it remains to verify (7.3). The desired boundon � will follow again from Remark 6.1 whose appliability will hinge on the hoieof A� and of the parameter � whih has yet to be �xed. By (7.5) and (7.4), we have(A1=2A2)�2=2 � A��2=2 � �E(f; ~P ). Sine ~P is a re�nement of �P , we haveA5jjju� ur( ~P )jjj2 � A5jjju� ur( �P )jjj2 � A5��2; (7.7)where we have used (7.6) in the last step. Thus whenever � � 1=(2A5), Remark 6.1applies and yields (7.3) (with �P used for both P and P 0). We impose this ondition andthereby speify the value of � as � = 1=(2A5): (7.8)This in turn now allows the spei�ation of � and  through our earlier requirements(4.66) and (4.73).
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Proposition 7.1 There is a onstant C5 suh that the output ~P = MAIN(P; �; �uP )satis�es #( ~P ) � C5#(P ) + C2m( ~P j��P ) (7.9)where m( ~P j��P ) is the number of markings used in reating ~P from ��P . (Here C2 is theonstant of (2.16).) Also, the number of ops N(MAIN; P; �; �ur(P )) used in omputing~P is bounded by the right side of (7.9) times a onstant C(�) that depends only on themaximum of the ratios � = A0=Æ where A0 measures the auray of the initial guess ineah all of GAL, see (3.6). In the ase that f 2 �As(H�1) and u 2 As = As(H10 (
)), wehave the inequality #( ~P ) � #(P ) + C5(s)(kuk1=sAs ��1=s + kfk1=s�As ��1=s) (7.10)and N(MAIN; P; �; �ur(P )) � C5(�; s)n#(P0) + (kfk1=s�As + kuk1=sAs )��1=so (7.11)with C5(�; s) a onstant depending only on s and the maximum of the ratios A0=Æ orre-sponding to the auraies of the initial guesses in the alls of GAL in REDUCE andCOARSE.Proof: Sine �=�0 is �xed, (6.17) ensures that the output P 0 of REDUCE in STEP1of MAIN satis�es #(P 0) � C3#(P ):Of ourse, the number of elements in �P is also bounded by this number sine �P � P 0.Sine ��P is a ommon re�nement of P and �P , it also satis�es #(��P ) � C#(P ). Ifm( ~P j��P ) isthe number of markings used in the reation of ~P from ��P in the appliation of APPROXin STEP4, then by (2.16), we have#( ~P ) � #(P0) + C2(m( ��P jP0) +m( ~P j��P )) � C4#(P ) + C2m( ~P j��P ): (7.12)This proves (7.9). Moreover, by Remark 3.1 the number of ops required by the variousalls of GAL remains proportional to the ardinalities of the respetive partitions timesa fator C(�) that depends only on the auray quotients � = A0=Æ relating the outputauray to that of the initial guess. For eah of the algorithms REDUCE, COARSE,and APPROX, we have therefore shown that the number of omputations is boundedby the maximum ardinalities of the inputs and outputs of these algorithms times C(�),see (6.18), (6.9) and (4.68). Thus the right side of (7.9) multiplied by C(�) also providesan upper bound for the number of omputations used in MAIN.Now suppose that f 2 �As(H�1) and u 2 As. By (4.69), we have#( �P ) � #(P0) + C2(s)kuk1=sAs ��1=s (7.13)and so #(��P ) � #(P ) + C2(s)kuk1=sAs ��1=s: (7.14)When we now apply STEP4, we an use (4.34) to obtain the boundm( ~P j��P ) � C1(s)kfk1=s�As ��1=s: (7.15)38



Hene, using (2.16), we obtain#( ~P ) � #(��P ) + C2(m( ~P j��P ))� #(P ) + C5(s)(kuk1=sAs ��1=s + kfk1=s�As ��1=s) (7.16)where the last inequality uses (7.14) and (7.15). This gives (7.10). The proof of (7.11) issimilar but takes in addition the ost (4.68), (6.5) and (6.18) of determining approximateGalerkin solutions in REDUCE and COARSE. 	
8 An adaptive algorithm with oarseningIn this setion, we shall formulate our adaptive algorithm for solving (1.1) and provethe onvergene properties of this algorithm. We shall all this algorithm ALG. Wereall the numerial approximation �̂(P ) of �(P ) whih is omputed through the aid ofthe numerial approximation ûP to uP . Regarding the onstraints on the auray of thisapproximation reeted by the parameter Æ in (3.7), note that Æ � p� implies the validityof both onditions in (4.66) and (4.73) on Æ. Thus we �xÆ2 = min f�; �=(4B1)g: (8.1)so that, in partiular, B1Æ2 � 1=4. If � is the input tolerane in GAL, then from (6.7),we have j�(P )� �̂(P )j � B1Æ2�2: (8.2)
ALG ("; P0) ! (P; uP ): This algorithm takes as input a desired tolerane � > 0 and aninitial partition P0 and outputs a partition P whih satis�es�(P ) � "2=4; (8.3)(and hene, by (5.5), jjju � uP jjj � "=2), and it outputs a numerial approximation ûP touP whih satis�es jjju� ûP jjj � " (8.4)by using the following steps:(I): (Initialization) For the initial partition P0, we take �ur(P0) := 0 as the initial approx-imation of ur(P0) and � = 1 as the tolerane in GAL. We let ûr(P0) := GAL(r(P0); 1; 0)be the output of GAL for these inputs. We ompute �̂(r(P0)) using ûr(P0) and we furtherompute �E(f; P0). We de�ne"20 := max f�̂(r(P0)) + 1=4; �E(f; P0)=A�g: (8.5)We therefore have �E(f; P0) � A�"20 (8.6)and by (8.2) and (8.1) �(r(P0)) � �̂(r(P0)) + 1=4 � "20: (8.7)
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If "0 � "=2 we stop and output P := r(P0) and ûP := ûr(P0). If not, let n be the smallestinteger suh that 2�n"20 � "2=4 and proeed to STEP II.(II): For k = 0; 1; : : : ; n�1, we applyMAIN with inputs Pk and "k, satisfying �(r(Pk)) �"2k and �E(f; Pk) � A�"2k, to obtain the partition Pk+1 = MAIN(Pk; "k; �ur(Pk)). In theappliation of MAIN, we use as an initial guess �ur(Pk) := ûr(P0) when k = 0, and�ur(Pk) := ûr(Pk�1) when k > 0, sine the latter funtion has already been omputed inthe appliation of REDUCE in MAIN at the previous stage. By (7.3) and (7.4) weknow that �(r(Pk+1)) � "2k=2, �E(f; Pk+1) � A�"2k=2.(III): De�ne P = r(Pn), and ompute ûP := GAL(P; "; ûr(Pn�1)).The following is the main result of this paper.Theorem 8.1 For any funtion f 2 L2(
) and any " > 0, ALG produes a partition Pfor whih jjju� uP jjj2 � �(P ) � "2=4 (8.8)and jjju� ûP jjj � " (8.9)If s > 0 and u 2 As, and f 2 �As, then#(P ) � C(s)(#(P0) + kfk1=s�As + kuk1=sAs )"�1=s (8.10)with C(s) > 0 a onstant depending only on s, kukH1(
), and the initial partition P0.Moreover, The number of omputations used in produing P does not exeed C(s)(#(P0)+kfk1=s�As + kuk1=sAs )"�1=s.Proof: The onlusion (8.8) follows immediately from the stopping riterion and theinitialization (I). To show (8.9), we estimatejjju� ûP jjj � jjju� uP jjj+ jjjuP � ûP jjj � "=2 + Æ" � " (8.11)beause Æ � 1=2 (see (8.1)).We now turn to bounding the number of elements in P and the number of operationsused in the algorithm in terms of the target auray ". To begin with, let us identifynext the onstants A0 entering the estimate for the initial guesses in the various alls ofGAL. In step (I) we have �ur(P0) = 0 so thatjjju� �ur(P0)jjj2 = a(u; u) = hf; ui � kukH1(
)kfkH�1(
) � �1
 jjjujjjkfkH�1(
);so that in this ase A0 � �1
 kfkH�1(
).At the kth stage of step (II)GAL is invoked several times byNMMMS inREDUCEand by COARSE. Eah time �ur(Pk) = ûr(Pk) is used as an initial guess. In view of theauray tolerane of ûr(Pk�1) hosen in the �rst all of NMMNS used in REDUCE, wehave jjju� �ur(Pk)jjj � jjju� ur(Pk�1)jjj+ jjjûr(Pk�1) � ur(Pk�1)jjj� �(r(Pk�1))1=2 + Ær �A5 "k�1 � p2�1 +r �4A5� "k:
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In fat, the tightest auray tolerane used by GAL in REDUCE, or in COARSEis "kp�=pA5. The same argument applies for Step III. Thus in all ases the ratio � =A0=Æ is uniformly bounded. By Proposition 7.1 the omputational ost of GAL remainsproportional to the ardinality of the respetive partition.To verify now (8.10), suppose that s > 0 and u 2 As, and f 2 �As. Let n be the �nalvalue of k when the algorithm stops, i.e., P = r(Pn). To start out with, we note �rst that"0 � C max f1; kukH1(
); kfkL2(
)g. In fat, if "0 is given by the seond term on the righthand side of (8.5) we infer from (4.15) that "0 � CkfkL2(
). When the �rst term on theright hand side of (8.5) dominates we distinguish two ases. If �E(f; P0)=A� � �(r(P0)) weonlude from (6.1), (6.2) and (8.2) that "20�1=2 = �̂(r(P0))�1=4 � �(r(P0)) � A5jjjujjj2.The other ase �E(f; P0)=A� > �(r(P0)) � "20�1=2 also leads to the bound laimed above.Subsequent "k will satisfy this same bound. From (7.16) we know that for k = 1; 2; : : : ; n,we have #(Pk+1)�#(Pk) � C5(s)(kuk1=sAs "�1=sk + kfk1=s�As "�1=sk ): (8.12)Sine by de�nition "k � "2(n�1�k)=2 we have
#(Pn) = #(P0) + n�1Xk=0(#(Pk+1)�#(Pk)) � #(P0) + C5(s)"�1=s01� 2�1=2s (kuk1=sAs + kfk1=s�As )"�1=s;

and sine P = r(Pn), we have #(P ) � C#(Pn) whih proves (8.10).To bound the number of omputations used in ALG, we know from (7.11) that thenumber of omputations Nk used in omputing Pk, k = 1; : : : ; n, is bounded byNk � C5(s)�#(P0) + kuk1=sAs + kfk1=s�As � ("k)�1=s (8.13)sine, aording to our initial omments, the quotient � is uniformly bounded and thereforethe omputational ost of eah all of GAL remains proportional to the orrespondingpartition size. Similarly, the number of omputations used in omputing P0 is boundedby a onstant multiple of #(P0). Thus the total number of omputations does not exeed
C(s)(#(P0)+kfk1=s�As +kuk1=sAs )) nXk=0("k)�1=s � C(s)(#(P0)+kfk�1=s�As +kuk�1=sAs )"�1=s: (8.14)

�
9 AppendixReall from (4.7) and (4.17) that the lasses As(H1(
)) and �As(H�1(
)) are determinedthrough the nonlinear approximation properties of their elements. For instane, the ele-ments in As(H1(
)) an be approximated in H1(
) to auray " on admissible partitionswith the order of "�1=s ells. Obviously not all of these elements an be approximatedon uniform partitions with the same auray. In this setion we wish to explain (with-out proofs) whih properties make a funtion belong to As(H1(
)), say. This amountsto relating the above approximation lasses to regularity. The following results about
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the behavior of �n(u), de�ned by (4.3), are in priniple known. They invoke the Besovsmoothness of funtions. We refer the reader to any of the standard treatments of Besovspaes (e.g.[20, 1, 7℄) for the de�nition of the Besov spaes Bsq(L� (
)) and only remarkhere that suh a spae is a smoothness spae onsisting of funtions with smoothness orders (number of derivatives) measured in L� . For example Bs2(L2) is idential with Hs andBs1(L� ) is a Lipshitz spae in L� whenever s is not an integer. The role of q is seondaryand only serves to give a �ne grading of the spaes important in many appliations suhas embedding theorems.The results about �n, de�ned by (4.3), an be formulated as follows.Theorem 9.1 If u 2 B�+1� (L�(
)) with 0 � � � 1 and 1=� < (�+ 1)=2, then�n(u) = infP2Pn infS2SP jjju� Sjjj � C0n��=2kukB�+1� (L� ));where the onstant C0 depends on the disrepany Æ := �+12 � 1� when Æ tends to zero.A few brief omments on the range of the involved parameters are in order.Remark 9.2 The restrition on � arises beause we are approximating in H1 using piee-wise linears and so � + 1 � 2. Thus in two spatial dimensions N�1=2 is the highest at-tainable order in the lass B2� (L�)) with ��1 < 1. The restrition on � arises from theSobolev embedding theorem. It guarantees that the Besov spae is embedded ompatly inH1. When ��1 > (� + 1)=2, this Besov spae is no longer embedded in H1.The above regularity assumptions are only suÆient for u to belong to A�=2, say. Thefollowing inverse theorem shows that, although this is not a omplete haraterization, itis sharp in the following sense.Theorem 9.3 If u 2 H1(
) satis�es �n(u) � Cn��=2 then u 2 B�+1� (L� ) for all �satisfying ��1 = (�+ 1)=2.The proofs of Theorems 9.1, 9.3 will be given elsewhere. For related results see [13℄.Finally, as a onsequene of known results on the metri entropy of unit balls of Besovlasses, the order of Besov smoothness limits the approximation order in the followingsense.Theorem 9.4 For eah 0 � � � 1 and ��1 < (� + 1)=2 we havesupf2U(B�+1� (L� (
)))�n(u) � CN��=2 (9.1)
with C > 0 an absolute onstant. (Here U(X) denotes the unit ball of a normed spaeX).The above results should be read as follows. First note that for �xed � the smoothnessmeasure given by the spae B�� (L� )) beomes weaker when � dereases. Theorem 9.1 saysthat for �xed � the loss of regularity inurred by dereasing � towards the ritial value2=(�+1) an be ompensated by nonlinear approximation so as to retain the order N��=2
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of approximation in H1. Theorem 9.4 says that this order is best possible with respetto the full unit ball in the respetive Besov lass. To obtain the same approximationorder through spaes on (quasi-) uniform meshes is equivalent to u belonging in the muhsmaller spae B�+11 (L2) (whih is lose to H�+1).Thus whenever the solution u has suÆient regularity measured in L2 the best pos-sible balane of auray versus the number of degrees of freedom an be obtained atleast asymptotially by using quasi-uniform meshes. Nonlinear approximation providesasymptotially better rates whenever u has a higher regularity in L� for � < 2. Theorem8.1 ombined with Theorem 9.1 then say that this better rate is atually reovered bythe above adaptive algorithm whih is a speial instane of a nonlinear proess. It hasreently been shown in [9, 8℄ that, depending on the smoothness of the domain 
, thesolution to Poisson's equation indeed has typially higher Besov than Sobolev regularityin the sense that�� := sup f� : u 2 B�+1� (L� ); ��1 = (� + 1)=2g > �� := sup f� : u 2 B�+11 (L2)g:Hene in those ases the use of the adaptive sheme gives a better asymptoti work/aurayrate.Aknowledgement: We are very indebted to P. Morin and R. Nohetto for valuableomments and for pointing out to us an erroneous argument in an earlier version of thispaper.
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